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Abstract—In order to meet their stringent dependability
requirements, most modern packet-switched communication
networks support fast-recovery mechanisms in the data plane.
While reactions to failures in the data plane can be significantly
faster compared to control plane mechanisms, implementing
fast recovery in the data plane is challenging, and has recently
received much attention in the literature. This survey presents
a systematic, tutorial-like overview of packet-based fast-recovery
mechanisms in the data plane, focusing on concepts but struc-
tured around different networking technologies, from traditional
link-layer and IP-based mechanisms, over BGP and MPLS to
emerging software-defined networks and programmable data
planes. We examine the evolution of fast-recovery standards and
mechanisms over time, and identify and discuss the fundamen-
tal principles and algorithms underlying different mechanisms.
We then present a taxonomy of the state of the art, summa-
rize the main lessons learned, and propose a few concrete future
directions.

Index Terms—Fast reroute, network resilience, data plane.

I. INTRODUCTION

P
ACKET-SWITCHED communication networks (datacen-

ter networks, enterprise networks, the Internet, etc.) have

become a critical backbone of our digital society. Today,

many applications, e.g., related to health, business, science, or

social networking, require always-on network connectivity and

hence critically depend on the availability and performance
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of the communication infrastructure. Over the last years, sev-

eral network issues were reported that led to major Internet

outages in Asia [1], resulted in huge losses in revenues [2],

affected thousands of airline passengers [3], or even disrupted

the emergency network [4]. Many applications already suffer

from small delays: A 2017 Akamai study shows that every 100

millisecond delay in website load time can lead to a significant

drop in sales [5], and voice communication has a tolerable

delay of less than 150 ms; for games it is often less than

80 ms [6].

In order to meet their stringent dependability requirements,

communication networks need to be able to deal with fail-

ures which are becoming more likely with increasing network

scale [7]. Today, link failures are by far the most fre-

quent failures in a network [8], [9], and handling failures is

a fundamental task of any routing scheme.

This paper focuses on packet-switched networks, where

resilience to failures on the network layer can either be imple-

mented in the so-called control plane or in thee so-called

the data plane. In a nutshell, the control plane relies on

global network information and is responsible for determin-

ing the paths along which packets are sent; the data plane

is responsible for the logic of an individual switch, and in

particular, the functions related to forwarding packets/frames

from one interface to another, based on control plane logic.

This separation of concerns enables a simple and fast data

plane processing. Historically, resilience to network failures

was implemented in the control plane: ensuring connectiv-

ity was considered the responsibility of the control plane

while the data plane was responsible for forwarding packets at

line-speed. Widely deployed routing schemes like OSPF [10]

and IS-IS [11], hence include control plane mechanisms

which leverage global message exchanges and computation

to determine how to recover from link failures.

However, the slow reaction times of control plane mech-

anisms is becoming increasingly unacceptable [12]–[14].

Indeed, many studies have shown that control plane-based

resilience can noticeably impact performance [7], also because

of the high path re-computation time [15]. In basic solutions

where the network can recover from failure only after the

control plane has computed a new set of paths and installed

the associated state in all routers, the disparity in timescales

between packet forwarding in the data plane (which can be

less than a microsecond) and control plane convergence (which

can be as high as hundreds of milliseconds) can lead to long

outages [16]. While recent centralized routing solutions based
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Fig. 1. A simplified classification of fast-recovery concepts and their
mechanisms, as they appear on the different network layers.

on Software-Defined Networks (SDNs) [17]–[19], where all

routing computation is performed by a controller which then

pushes the results to the affected routers, are faster, there is

still an inevitable delay of at least the round trip time between

the routers and the controller.

Motivated by these performance issues, we currently wit-

ness a trend to reconsider the traditional separation of

concerns between the control plane and the data plane of

a network. In particular, given that the data plane typically

operates at timescales several orders of magnitude shorter

than the control plane [16], [20], moving the responsibil-

ity for connectivity to the data plane where failure recovery

can in principle occur at the speed of packet forwarding is

attractive.

Indeed, most modern networks support different kinds of

fast-reroute (FRR) mechanisms which leverage pre-computed

alternative paths at any node towards any destination. When

a node locally detects a failed link or port, it can autonomously

remove the corresponding entries from the forwarding table

and continue using the remaining next hops for forwarding

packets: a fast local reaction [21]. In FRR, the control plane

is hence just responsible for pre-computing the failover paths;

when a failure occurs, the data plane utilizes this additional

state to forward packets. For example, many data centers

use Equal Cost MultiPath (ECMP) [22] (a data plane algo-

rithm that provides automatic failover to another shortest path),

WAN networks leverage IP Fast Reroute [23]–[25] or MPLS

Fast Reroute [26] to deal with failures on the data plane, SDNs

provide FRR functionality in terms of OpenFlow fast-failover

groups [27], and BGP relies on BGP-PIC [28] for quickly

rerouting flows, to just name a few.

Implementing FRR mechanisms, however, is challenging

and requires careful configuration, as the failover behavior

needs to be pre-defined, before the actual failures are known.

Additional challenges are introduced due to the limited func-

tionality in the data plane as well as the stringent latency

requirements which do not allow for sophisticated reactions.

Configuring FRR is particularly tricky under multiple and

correlated failures [29]–[33]. FRR mechanisms in the data

plane are hence often seen as a “first line of defense” and

lack guarantees: they support a fast but perhaps subopti-

mal reaction (due to the limited information about the actual

failure scenario). In a second phase, the control plane may re-

establish the routes more effectively, meeting advanced traffic

engineering criteria.

A. Our Contributions

Motivated by trend of moving resilience mechanisms in

packet-switched networks to the data plane to speed up

reaction times, this paper provides a structured survey of fast-

recovery mechanisms. Our primary goal is to familiarize the

reader with selected concepts, in a tutorial-like manner, which

together form a representative set of fast-recovery methods

in the data plane. Indeed, as we will see, different approaches

have different advantages and disadvantages, and a conceptual

understanding is hence useful when reasoning about which

technology to deploy. The topic is timely, not only because of

the increasing dependability requirements on communication

networks and the resulting need to move the responsibility for

connectivity to data plane mechanisms, but also due to the

emergence of programmable data planes which introduce new

functionality in the data plane, allowing to implement differ-

ent approaches. We believe that this provides an opportunity

for a structured survey.

To provide a systematic understanding, we structure our

discussion around the underlying technologies (e.g., Ethernet,

MPLS, IP, SDN) as well as the related use cases (e.g., fail-

ure scenarios, inter-domain routing, intra-domain routing, data

centers) and technological constraints. We then highlight algo-

rithmic aspects (e.g., complexity) and performance issues

(e.g., the total time needed to complete the recovery pro-

cess). Throughout the paper, we provide clear explanations

of the related technical terms and operation principles and use

illustrations based on simple examples.

Specifically, we show that, in some dimensions, exist-

ing approaches can differ significantly. For example, timing

requirements on recovery on Layer-2 (tens of microseconds)

are orders-of-magnitude different than on the IP layer (tens of

milliseconds), which are in turn orders-of-magnitude different

than on BGP (seconds). But also technological constraints can

differ significantly, and what works in SDN may not work in

IP or BGP; further constraints arise in terms of hardware sup-

port. Nevertheless this survey will also highlight the numerous

connections that exist between the different approaches and

layers, and how concepts influenced each other.

Fig. 1 shows an example of some major concepts used

for fast recovery on the different network layers. On a high

level, ensuring that a destination can be reached even under

multiple failures can be seen as some kind of graph exploration

problem. We observe that existing solutions in the literature

can roughly be classified into three categories, depending on

whether the local exploration strategy is defined per-neighbor,

per-tunnel or per-tree. For each of these categories, different
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algorithmic concepts are used, which re-appear on the different

networking layers, sometimes in different flavors.

In summary, this paper is the first to overview fast-recovery

mechanisms in the data plane from the perspective of a com-

prehensive set of available technologies mentioned above as

well as a broad range of characteristics, including:

– the underlying general concepts (e.g., loop-free

alternate next-hop, input interface-aware routing,

additional/extended FIBs and other data structures,

encapsulation/tunneling, redundant spanning trees,

failure coverage analysis and improvement);

– improvements to other solutions, including the motiva-

tion for the selected changes and the illustration of the

evolution of ideas;

– the selected algorithmic aspects, performance;

– the maximum number of simultaneous failures handled

by the scheme;

– mode of operation (i.e., distributed, centralized);

– signaling aspects (whether the use of packet

header/dedicated control messages for signaling is

needed, or no signaling is required);

– reliance on existing routing protocols;

– technological constraints;

– deployment considerations including the required modi-

fications in the data/control plane, gradual deployment,

possible difficulties;

– the use cases presented by the proposers of schemes

and the related assumptions/requirements (time scale,

convergence, or investigated failure models).

B. Scope, Novelty, and Target Audience

This paper is motivated by the rising importance and

popularity of fast-recovery mechanisms, as well as the emer-

gence of software-defined and programmable networks, which

enable innovative FRR approaches. Our focus is hence on

data plane mechanisms, and in particular, packet-based fast-

recovery mechanisms, and we do not discuss control plane

mechanisms nor the orthogonal issue of how to detect fail-

ures in the first place. We concentrate on the most common

case, the case of simple best-effort unicast packet communica-

tion, and we barely touch on issues related to multicast, QoS,

and traffic engineering. Our focus is on wired networks and,

due to the special requirements, we leave the discussion of fast

recovery in wireless networks for a future survey. Furthermore,

given the focus on concepts and the tutorial-style nature of this

article, we do not aim to provide a complete survey of the

research literature, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

With our focus on packet-switched networks we hence

explicitly do not consider recovery in, e.g., optical networks

for which there exists much equipment for performing pro-

tection. Furthermore, there already are many good surveys

on reliable routing in specific communication technologies,

such as Ethernet [34], IP [23], [25], [35], [36] (and more

recently [23], [25]), MPLS [37], [38], BGP [39], or SDN [40].

However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first com-

plete and up-to-date survey on the timely topic of fast-recovery

mechanisms in packet-switched networks. We believe that

Fig. 2. Organization of the paper.

only such an overarching approach can highlight the con-

ceptual similarities and differences, and hence help choose

the best approach for a specific context, which is particu-

larly relevant for emerging networks. Indeed, our goal is not

to provide a comprehensive survey of the literature. Rather,

in order to provide an understanding of the underlying key

concepts, our paper focuses on the fundamental mechanisms

across a spectrum of different technologies and layers.

Our paper hence targets students, researchers, experts,

and decision-makers in the networking industry as well as

interested laymen.

C. Organization

The organization of this paper adopts the traditional

protocol-layer-based view of packet-switched communication

networks. As mentioned above, the perspective in this paper

is motivated by emerging technologies such as SDNs and pro-

grammable data planes which bring together and unify specific

layers and technologies. For this, however, we first need an

understanding of the technologies on the individual layers.

Therefore, after Section II, which provides a through overview

of the fundamental concepts related to network resilience, in

each section we review the most important ideas, methods, and

standards related to the different layers in the Internet protocol

stack in a bottom-up order (see Fig. 2). Whenever a proto-

col layer spans multiple operational domains, the organization

follows the traditional edge/access/core separation principle.

Inside each section then, the review takes a strict chronologi-

cal order, encompassing more than 25 years of developments

in data-plane fast-recovery methods.

We start with the link-layer (in Section III) which is an

intrinsic and crucial part of the packet-switched protocol stack

and our first line of defense when it comes to failures, and

mostly used in local and metro area networks. Interestingly, to

the best of our knowledge, despite the topic’s importance, the

link-layer FRR has not been surveyed yet. Then, Section IV

reviews fast recovery for MPLS, operating as the “Layer 2.5”

in the Internet protocol stack, deployed in access networks and,

increasingly, in provider core networks. Section V presents IP

Fast ReRoute, the umbrella network-layer fast-recovery frame-

work designed for a single operator domain (or Autonomous
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TABLE I
CLASSES OF SERVICE DEFINED BY ITU-T

System), and then Section VI discusses the selected fast-

recovery solutions designed for wide-area networks and, in

particular, the Internet core. The separation emphasizes the

fundamental differences between the cases when we are in

full control of the network (the intra-domain case, Section V)

and when we are not (Section VI). Next, we review the

methods that do not fit into the traditional layer-based view:

Section VII discusses the fast-recovery mechanisms proposed

for the emerging Software-Defined Networking paradigm,

while Section VIII summarizes generic, technology-agnostic

solutions.

Finally, we cast the existing fast-recovery proposals in

a common framework and discuss some crucial related con-

cepts. In particular, in Section IX we give a comprehensive

family of taxonomies to classify fast-recovery schemes along

several dimensions, including data-plane requirements, opera-

tion mode, and resiliency guarantees. In Section X we briefly

discuss some critical issues regarding the interaction of the

control-plane and the data-plane schemes during and after

a recovery. Last, in Section XI we conclude the paper and

identify the most compelling open issues for future research.

II. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

The undoubtedly large amount of data transmitted by

communication networks makes the need to assure their

fault-tolerance one of the fundamental design issues. Among

a variety of reasons for single and multiple outage scenarios

of network nodes or links, failures of single physical links

are dominant events in wide-area networks [41]. They are

mostly a result of random activities such as a cable cut by

a digger. According to [42], [43], there is one failure every

12 months related to each 450 km of links, while the aver-

age repair time of a failed element is 12 hours. According to

recent statistics, the frequency of multiple failures (i.e., simul-

taneous failures of multiple nods and links) — especially those

occurring in a correlated manner, e.g., as a result of malicious

human activities, or forces of Nature (tornadoes, hurricanes,

earthquakes, etc.) — is raising [44], [45]. This in turn makes

it challenging to assure high availability of network services,

since routing protocols typically used in IP networks (such

as Border Gateway Protocol — BGP [46] or Open Shortest

Path First – OSPF [10]) are characterized by a slow process

of a post-failure routing convergence which can even take tens

of seconds [42], [47].

The behavior of conventional routing protocols can thus be

acceptable only for delay-tolerant applications, provided that

the failures are indeed not frequent. However, for a wide range

of applications with stringent QoS requirements highlighted

in [48], [49] and summarized in Table I, such a slow con-

vergence is unacceptable. In particular, concerning the set of

four intrinsic parameters (i.e., related to network performance)

of Quality of Service — QoS [48], [50], [51] defined for IP

networks as: the maximum IP Packet Transfer Delay — IPTD,

IP Delay Variation — IPDV, IP packet Loss Ratio — IPLR

and IP packet Error Ratio — IPER (see ITU-T recommenda-

tions Y.1540 and Y.1541 in [52], [53]). As shown in Table I,

for applications belonging to the first four Classes of Service

— CoS, (i.e., classes 0–3), the considered the values of trans-

mission delay undoubtedly impacted after a failure should not

be higher than 100–400 ms. Similarly, the values of delay vari-

ation for classes 0–1 should be at most 50 ms, which during

the network recovery phase is even around two-three orders of

magnitude less than what the conventional IP routing protocols

can offer.

It is important to note that the majority of failure events in

IP networks is transient [47], [54], [55] and, therefore, may

lead to a lack of routing convergence during a significant time.

Mechanisms of fast recovery of flows are thus crucial to assure

network resilience, i.e., the ability to provide and maintain an

acceptable level of service in the presence of various faults

and challenges to normal operation [56]–[60].

To explain the fundamental concepts of network resilience

to assure fast recovery of the affected flows, in Section II-A,

we first present the set of relevant disciplines of network

resilience followed by definitions of resilience measures. In

particular, the group of characteristics analyzed in Section II-A

is essential for evaluation of fast recovery which we define in

this paper as the ability of a network to recover from failures

according to the time-constrained recovery plan to meet the

QoS-related requirements of applications. Next, Section II-B

provides a detailed taxonomy of network resilience mecha-

nisms based on the utilization of the alternate paths with a par-

ticular focus on service recovery time. Finally, in Section II-C,

information on the steps of the network recovery procedure

is given.

A. Disciplines and Measures

As discussed in [56], resilience disciplines can be broadly

divided into two categories: challenge tolerance comprising

the design approaches to assure the continuity of service and

trustworthiness focusing on the measurable characteristics of

network resilience shown in Fig. 3.

Following [56], challenge tolerance includes disciplines

addressing the network design issues to provide service
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TABLE II
SELECTED ITU-T RESILIENCE METRICS

Fig. 3. Classification of network resilience disciplines based on [56].

continuity in the presence of challenges. Among them, sur-

vivability denotes the capability of a system to fulfil its

mission in the presence of threats, including natural disas-

ters and attacks. Traffic tolerance refers to the ability to

tolerate the unpredictable traffic. It may be a remarkable

challenge in a multiple-failure scenario implied, e.g., by a dis-

aster (such as a tsunami after an earthquake [61], [62]), or

in other situations including, e.g., DoS attacks where the

traffic volume is raised unexpectedly far over the expected

peak value for the normal operational state [45]. Disruption

tolerance focuses on the aspects of connectivity among

network components primarily in the context of nodes

mobility, energy/power challenges, or weak/episodic channel

connectivity [63].

Trustworthiness, in turn, comprises the measurable charac-

teristics of the resilience of communication systems to evaluate

the assurance that the system will perform as expected [64]. It

includes three disciplines, namely: dependability, security and

performability. Dependability is meant to quantify the level of

service reliance. It includes:

– reliability R(t) being a measure of service continuity (i.e.,

probablity that a system remains operable in a given (0, t)

time period,

– availability A(t) defined as the probability that a system

is operable at time t.

Its particular version is the steady-state availability

defined as a fraction of a system lifetime during which

the system is accessible, as given in Eq. (1).

A =
MTTF

MTTF + MTTR
(1)

where:

MTTF denotes the mean time to failure,

MTTR is the mean time to repair.

– maintainability being the predisposition of a system to

updates/evolution,

– safety being a measure of system dependability under

failures,

– integrity denoting protection against improper alterations

of a system.

Security denotes the ability of a system to protect itself from

unauthorized activities. It is characterized by both joint prop-

erties with dependability (i.e., by availability, and integrity) as

well as individual features including authorisability, auditabil-

ity, confidentiality, and nonrepudiability [65]. Performability

provides measures of system performance concerning the

Quality of Service requirements defined in terms of trans-

mission delay, delay variation (jitter), throughput/goodput, and

packet delivery ratio [56].

As the impact of resilience on the Quality of Service

is evident, a concept of Quality of Resilience (QoR) has

been introduced in [66] to refer to service resilience char-

acteristics. In contrast to QoS characteristics being relatively

short-term, the majority of attributes of resilience relating to

service continuity, downtime, or availability are long-term by

nature [66]. Indeed, most of resilience metrics proposed by

International Telecommunication Union–Telecommunication

Standardization Sector (ITU-T) summarized in [66] and shown
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in Table II can only be measured in the long term based on

end-to-end evaluations. It is also worth noting that, unlike

many QoS measures, QoR characteristics cannot be perceived

by users in a direct way, for whom it is not possible to dis-

tinguish between a network element failure and network con-

gestion when noticing the increased transmission delay/packet

losses.

Despite the existence of a number of resilience measures,

in practice only two of them are widely used, i.e., the mean

time to recovery (MTTR) and the steady-state availability

defined by Eq. (1), which is also impacted by the recovery

time (MTTR factor) [66]. Therefore, in the following part of

this section presenting the taxonomy of recovery schemes and

recovery procedure, a particular focus in these parts is on the

recovery time issues.

B. Taxonomy of Recovery Methods

The need for fast rerouting has its roots in an undoubtedly

slow process of post-failure routing convergence of contempo-

rary schemes such as BGP or OSPF which can even take tens

of seconds. The key objective is to reduce the convergence

time to the level of less than several tens of milliseconds [35].

In this context, IP network resilience is often associated with

the path-oriented Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)-

based recovery schemes. IP-MPLS Recovery mechanisms aim

to redirect the traffic served by the affected working paths onto

the respective alternate (backup) routes [66].

A common observation is that differentiated resilience

requirements characterize different traffic flows. Therefore, to

prevent the excessive use of network resources, it is reason-

able to decide on the application of specific recovery schemes

on a per-flow basis [67]. In particular, this would mean that

only those flows requiring a certain level of service availability

in a post-failure period need to be provided with a recovery

mechanism.

Following [58], [68], recovery methods can be classified

based on several criteria, the most important ones including

the backup path setup method, the scope of the recovery proce-

dure, the usage of recovery resources, the domain of recovery

operations, or the layer of recovery operations shown in Fig. 4.

Concerning the backup path set up method, the alternate

paths can be either configured in advance (pre-computed) at

the time of setting up the primary path (known as preplanned

(protection) switching scheme, or established dynamically

after detection of a failure (referred to as the restora-

tion/rerouting concept) [67], [69]. Preplanned protection pro-

vides faster recovery of the affected flows as alternate paths

are pre-established before the failure. However, a disadvan-

tage is its high cost due to the increased level of resource

consumption for backup paths set up well before the failure

and often used only for a relatively short post-failure period.

Restoration methods in practice are considered as a default

solution for current IP networks [66]. They are remarkably

more capacity-efficient but do not provide 100% of restora-

bility, as the appropriate network resources are not committed

before a failure and may not be available for the alternate paths

after a failure. Another disadvantage of the restoration schemes

Fig. 4. Classification of recovery methods.

Fig. 5. Scope of the backup path: (a) path protection, (b) local protection
against a link failure, (c) local protection against a node failure, (d) segment
protection.

is their lower time-efficiency, as recovery procedure in their

case also involves the phase of a backup path calculation.

Protection switching approaches based on preplanned pro-

tection are reasonable for IP flows requiring service recovery

time below 100 ms [67]. For flows with restoration time

between 100 ms and 1 s, it is appropriate to apply a restora-

tion scheme such as MPLS restoration [70]. In the context of

the other flows able to tolerate the recovery switching time

over 1 s, a conventional Layer 3 rerouting is commonly used.

Flows with no resilience requirements are usually not recov-

ered, and their resources are freed (i.e., preempted) to enable

recovery of other flows with resilience requirements [67].

Concerning the scope of a backup path [69], [71], recovery

schemes can be divided into:

– global schemes where a single backup path protects the

entire working path (Fig. 5a). Global schemes are com-

monly associated with reservation of resources before
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a failure (i.e., resources pre-reserved and alternate paths

pre-established). Such backup paths can be used either

after failure only (the so-called 1:1 path protection) or

in parallel with the working path to carry the traffic in

a normal state (1+1 protection model). Under path pro-

tection, switching the traffic onto a backup path is done

at the ingress-egress pair of nodes (i.e., the end nodes of

a path) as shown in Fig. 5a,

– local schemes (with backup paths being either set up in

advance or dynamically after a failure) enabling short

detours over the failed link of the affected path (Fig. 5b)

or over two consecutive links in the case of a failure of

a node (Fig. 5c),

– segment schemes with backup paths protecting certain

segments of backup paths (Fig. 5d).

A general observation is that with a decrease of the scope

of backup path protection (i.e., from global toward local pro-

tection schemes), the time of service restoration decreases. It

can be explained by the fact that for local protection schemes

the redirection of the affected flows onto the backup paths is

done closer to the failure as well as because backup paths

under local protection are remarkably shorter than the respec-

tive ones for global protection. Therefore, recovery schemes

based on local detours (especially local protection methods

involving pre-reservation of backup path resources) are often

referred to in the literature as Fast-Reroute concepts [71].

However, fast switching of flows onto backup paths for

local protection schemes is achieved at the increased ratio of

network redundancy (denoting the capacity needed to establish

backup paths) when compared to global protection schemes.

It can be justified by the fact that the total length of backup

paths protecting a given primary path for local protection is

greater than the length of a backup path assuring the end-to-

end protection in the global protection scheme. Local recovery

schemes are therefore seen as fast but often more expensive

(in the case of local protection) than the respective global

schemes, which are, in turn, more capacity-efficient, easier

to optimize, but slower concerning recovery time [66].

Network resources (capacity of links) reserved for backup

paths can be either dedicated (i.e., reserved for those backup

paths exclusively), or shared among a set of backup paths. To

provide the network resources for backup paths after a failure,

sharing the link capacity by a set of backup paths is possible

if these backup paths protect mutually disjoint parts of work-

ing paths (i.e., to guarantee that after a failure, there would be

a need to activate at most one of these backup paths) [58]. The

use of dedicated backup paths may result in faster recovery,

as dedicated backup paths can be fully pre-configured before

a failure. However, it is undoubtedly expensive, as backup

paths often require even more network resources than the cor-

responding working paths (by default, they are longer than the

parts of working paths they protect). Another observation is

that a classification of backup resource reservation schemes

into dedicated and shared is characteristic strictly to protec-

tion methods [42]. Major schemes of reactive recovery, in turn,

involve reservation of just dedicated resources for the alternate

paths (as these paths are merely the only ones operating after

a failure).

Fig. 6. Relations among the recovery methods for IP networks concerning
the recovery time.

Fig. 6 presents relations among the recovery methods for

IP networks discussed in this section concerning the time of

recovery.

For networks divided into multiple domains (each domain

often managed by a different owner), recovery actions are

performed in these domains separately. In single-domain

networks, one recovery scheme can be, in turn, applied in

an end-to-end manner for all flows.

Architectures of communication networks are inherently

multilayer meaning that one transmission technology such as

Optical Transport Network (OTN) using optical (Wavelength

Division Multiplexing – WDM) links serves as a car-

rier for another transfer architecture such as, e.g., IP

network [42], [72]. Failures seen by the upper layer can thus

happen originally at the lower layer(s) making network recov-

ery a challenging issue [47]. It is also worth noting that any

failure in the lower layer, if not handled on time by the lower

layer, may manifest itself as a simultaneous failure of a num-

ber of elements in the upper layer [67]. Available techniques

of multi-layer recovery are classified based on the sequence

of recovery operations as either bottom-up, top-down, or inte-

grated. As a detailed analysis of multi-layer recovery schemes

is outside the scope of this paper, the reader is referred to [73]

for more details.

C. Recovery Procedure

As explained in [66], [68], [70], [71] there are seven con-

secutive phases of recovery of the affected IP flows in a period

between the occurrence of a failure and the physical repair of

a failed network element shown in Fig. 7. They include fault

detection, fault localization, hold-off period, fault notification,

recovery switching, restoration completion, and normalization.

The objective of the fault detection phase is to notice the

failure in the network (time T1 in Fig. 7). A failure can

be detected either by a management or a transport (data)

plane [42], [74], e.g., at the level of optical paths forming

the IP virtual links or in the IP network.

Concerning the management plane, failures can be identi-

fied by network elements close to the faulty item using the

Loss of Clock, Loss of Modulation, Loss of Signal, or degra-

dation of signal quality (e.g., increased signal-to-noise ratio –

SNR) [68]. For instance, failure detection in optical networks

makes use of information on the optical power or the tem-

perature at the transmitter, or the input optical power at the
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Fig. 7. Restoration time components based on [66], [68], [70], [71].

receiver, power distribution of carriers over the full band-

width/channel wavelength, or crosstalks [75]. Other hardware

components which can generate alarms in optical networks

include optical regenerators/reshapers/retimers – 3Rs (e.g.,

when it is not possible for them to lock to the incoming signal)

or switches when they cannot establish a new connection [76].

In the data plane, a fault can be detected by observing

a degraded quality in the context of an increased Bit Error

Ratio – BER, e.g., by CRC computation (Ethernet), TCP/IP

checksum verification [75], and by noticing the increased

values of the end-to-end quality parameters such as lower

throughput or increased data transmission delay [42]. In

multilayer networks, the upper-layer algorithms referring to

failure detection in IP and overlay networks can be broadly

classified into active and passive schemes [77]. In the active

schemes, periodic keep-alive messages are exchanged between

neighbouring nodes. In this case, fast detection of failures

comes at the price of an increased amount of control over-

head. One of the related examples is Bidirectional Forwarding

Detection (BFD) mechanism [78]. On the other hand, passive

schemes only make use of data packet delivery to confirm cor-

rect operation of nodes and links (however, if data packets are

not sent frequently enough, passive methods are hardly use-

ful). The status of a given node can then be determined by

other nodes either independently, or collaboratively [79].

It is worth noting that, failure detection in multilayer

networks is often one of the most redundant tasks, as it is

commonly performed at multiple layers [76].

Fault localization (represented by time T2 in Fig. 7) means

identification of the faulty element (point of failure) necessary

to determine the network element at which the transmis-

sion should be suspended [42], [68]. Precise localization of

a faulty element as well as identification of the element type

(node/link) is crucial especially in the context of local repair

methods, where redirection of the affected flows is performed

just around the failed node/link.

In general, fault localization is considered as one of the

most difficult tasks. It is commonly based on the observations

of symptoms which can help to infer a precise location of a

failure in the network. As presented in [74], fault localization

techniques can be broadly classified into passive and active

methods. Techniques of passive monitoring wait passively

until the respective alarms are received from the monitoring

agents installed on the network elements to report the fail-

ures. Passive schemes can be further classified into AI-based

(using the artificial intelligence expert systems and a knowl-

edge database), model-based (describing the system behaviour

as a mathematical model), and graph-theoretic schemes (using

graphical models of fault propagation). Techniques of active

monitoring, in turn, utilize probing stations to generate special

packets called probes (using, for instance, ping or traceroute)

to monitor the network state actively [74].

In any layered structure, where the IP layer is typically

considered as the uppermost one (as in the IP-over-WDM

architecture [58], [73]), there is a need to decide on the

sequence of layers to perform the recovery operations. In gen-

eral, recovery operations at the lower (e.g., WDM) layer are

executed at coarser granularity (due to the aggregation of IP

flows onto optical lightpaths), which reduces the number of

recovery operations. Also, if WDM recovery operations are

performed fast enough, they can be entirely transparent to the

IP layer. Only those failures that cannot be recovered in the

WDM layer (e.g., failures of IP routers) need to be handled

in the IP layer. Therefore, in the context of the bottom-up

sequence of recovery actions, the hold-off period (time T3 in

Fig. 7) is used to postpone the recovery operations in the IP

layer (e.g., related to failures of the IP layer nodes) until the

respective recovery operations are performed first by the lower

(WDM) layer [73].

The objective of fault notification initiated by a node neigh-

bouring to the faulty element is to inform the intermediate

nodes along the primary path about a failure and the end

nodes of the protected segment of the working path (referred

to as ingress and egress nodes in the case of global/segment

schemes) to trigger the activation of the backup path. It is

essential to notice that fault notification time (T4 in Fig. 7) can

be neglected for local repair schemes such as link protection.

For example, as illustrated in Fig. 5c), the node detecting the

failure (i.e., the ingress node of the affected part of a working

path) is the one to redirect the affected flow.

During recovery operation (switching) interval (time T5

in Fig. 7), reconfiguration of switching at network nodes

takes place to redirect the affected flows onto the respective
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alternate paths. This stage is more time-consuming for restora-

tion schemes than for protection strategies, as it also includes

calculation and installation of the alternate path [71].

The recovery procedure is completed after the verification

and synchronization phase (given by time T6 in Fig. 7) when

the alternate path is verified and synchronized, as well as after

the traffic is next propagated via the alternate route and reaches

the end node of the backup path [42], [71].

After the traffic is switched onto backup paths, the process

of manual repair of failed network nodes/links by the person-

nel is initiated. In practice may take at least several hours [42].

The objective of this normalization phase (T7 in Fig. 7) is to

restore the original network characteristics from the period

before the failure. In particular, normalization also includes

the need to update the communication paths, as the recovery

paths used after a failure are non-optimal in the physically

repaired network (these paths are commonly longer and use

more network resources than the respective working paths do

before a failure). Therefore, the normalization phase is also to

revert the traffic onto the original set of communication paths

utilized before the failure.

An important conclusion following from this subsection

and the previous one is that fast recovery of the affected

flows (especially essential for real-time services with stringent

requirements on availability and reliability such as Voice-over-

IP [54], [80]) is possible by the application of local protection

schemes. These methods involve short backup paths installed

before the failure and eliminate the need to send the end-to-end

notifications along the working path [71]. Therefore, proactive

IP fast-reroute schemes investigated in the remaining part of

this paper are based on the local protection concept.

III. LINK-LAYER FAST RECOVERY

We start our protocol-layer-based considerations with the

link layer, which plays an important role for the recovery of

packet-switched networks and typically serves as a first line of

defense when failures occur in local and metro area networks.

In particular, in this section we analyze the characteristics of

fast recovery mechanisms proposed for Ethernet – the major

Layer-2 technology.

Resilient routing in Ethernet networks is challenging. On

the one hand, fast-recovery mechanisms are necessary to min-

imize message losses and increased transmission delay due to

one or more failures. However, this is challenging in Ethernet,

as frames do not include a Time-to-Live (TTL)-like field

known from the network-layer IPv4 protocol, and even tran-

sient forwarding loops can cause significant problems. The

first major solution designed to avoid forwarding loops while

providing basic restoration capabilities in Ethernet networks

was the IEEE 802.1D Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) intro-

duced in [81]. The main idea behind STP is to establish

a single spanning tree across the network to assure that there

is a unique path between any two nodes. However, despite

being simple and easy to scale, it has not been designed to

provide fast failure recovery. As mentioned in [82], its disad-

vantage is in a remarkably slow convergence time of even up

to 50 s [83], which is not acceptable for many applications and

gets magnified in networks consisting of hundreds of switches.

Fig. 8. Timeline of the selected documents and fast-recovery solutions
operating at the link layer (entries marked in gray provide the general context).

Based on the scope of recovery, we can distinguish between

global recovery schemes to protect any node/link except for

the source/destination node of a demand, and local recovery
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Fig. 9. Illustration of the example configuration of a spanning tree for RSTP
rooted at node R5: An incoming frame is forwarded by R1 by default in the
direction of the root node (R5 here) via the respective Root Port outgoing
from R1 towards R3. In the case of a failure of the primary link R1–R3, the
frame can be forwarded along a duplicate link via the Backup Port. However
if both direct links between R1 and R3 are not available (e.g., due to their
failure), the frame can be forwarded via the Alternate Port towards node R2.

approaches [84] to protect against a failure of the incident

node/link, minimizing the time necessary for recovery. The

global recovery is initiated by the source/destination node,

while local recovery is triggered by the immediate upstream

node of the failed network element.

Three major IEEE Ethernet spanning tree protocols are the

Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol

(RSTP) [81], [85], and Multiple Spanning Trees Protocol

(MSTP) [84], [86]. Among them, STP is considered to be

the first spanning tree protocol for Ethernet with resilience

functionality, which, upon a failure, triggers the spanning-

tree reconstruction procedure. However, when using STP, the

problem is that links which do not belong to the spanning tree

cannot be used to forward traffic, which may lead to increased

resource utilization and local link congestions in other areas

of the network. Since the introduction of STP, several mecha-

nisms have been proposed to solve this issue (see the related

evolution timeline shown in Fig. 8). We discuss the selected

representative examples in the following sections. For a dis-

cussion of different solutions related to optical networks, the

reader is referred to [58], [68], [73].

A. Solutions Based on a Single Spanning Tree

The motivation for the introduction of the Rapid Spanning

Tree Protocol (RSTP, IEEE 802.1D [81], [85]) was a reduc-

tion of a negative impact of a long convergence time of

a single spanning tree on Ethernet network performance. It

operates in a distributed fashion and relies on the proposal-

agreement handshaking algorithm to provide synchronization

of the state by switches. RSTP also introduces the concept of

specific Port Roles related to recovery processes. In particular,

as shown in Fig. 9, the Alternate Port and Backup Port roles

are assigned to such ports of a bridge which can be used to

provide connectivity in the event of failure of other network

components [85].

Concerning the advantages of RSTP, it not only prevents for-

warding loops but also enables transmission on the redundant

links in the physical network topology. Due to the popularity

of this protocol, it was evaluated by many research groups

also in real test networks. For instance, in [94] it was evalu-

ated in the context of access and metro Ethernet networks by

investigating the failure detection time and additional delays

introduced by hardware. The results reported in [94] confirm

that RSTP can converge within milliseconds.

Fig. 10. Illustration of a self-protected spanning tree (thick black lines) and
the new tree returned by the single link switching mechanism after a single
link failure (the newly attached link is marked in orange).

Another mechanism aimed at a reduction of the reconfigu-

ration time of STP is proposed in [92]. The main idea behind

this scheme is to avoid using conventional timeouts to inform

about the local completion of a tree formation phase. Instead,

the approach uses the additional explicit termination messages

which are sent backwards from nodes to their parent nodes in

the newly formed tree. Therefore, the scheme is able to con-

verge in a shorter time (the evaluation results presented in [92]

show that the tree recovery time can be remarkably reduced

even to less than 50 ms for a moderate-size network).

Another way to provide fast recovery of the affected traf-

fic is to reuse the parts of the spanning tree not affected by

a failure of a given link, and replace the failed link of the tree

with a different link originally not belonging to that tree, as

shown in Fig. 10.

This idea was utilized, e.g., in [95], where a distributed

mechanism was proposed based on the following three steps:

• Failure detection: detecting a failure in the physical layer;

• Failure propagation: broadcasting failure information

in a “failure information propagation frame” which is

assigned the highest priority;

• Reconfiguration.

The solution proposed in [95] not only avoids construct-

ing and maintaining multiple spanning trees to protect against

single link failures in two-connected networks, but it also cre-

ates new opportunities in terms of load balancing. Besides,

it detects failures much faster than STP and RSTP, achiev-

ing recovery time values less than 50 ms, which is often

faster than the other methods (see, e.g., Viking [93] described

in Section III-B relying on a slower mechanism based on

SNMP traps).

Another example of a spanning tree re-configuration strat-

egy, called Fast Spanning Tree Reconnection (FSTR), is

described in [98]. This distributed mechanism relies on an

Integer Linear Program (ILP). It is executed offline to deter-

mine the best set of links that can be attached to the spanning

tree to reconnect it after any single link failure. Whenever the

failure occurs, switches incident to the failed link send noti-

fication messages containing the identifier of the failed link
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to the preconfigured switches which can activate one of the

available reconnecting links.

The related advantage is that only the directly affected

switches and the intermediate switches need to update their

tables, while the other devices do not have to. In this case,

the recovery time consists mainly of the switch reconfigura-

tion delay. The drawback is, however, that the existing Ethernet

switches need to be modified to support the proposed solution.

In particular, each compatible switch is required to maintain

the following tables:

• Failure notification table: contains the MAC addresses of

the switch interfaces where to send notification messages;

• Alternate output port table: includes the output port

selected based on the identifier of the failed link (the

table is computed offline).

After successful reconfiguration of switches, traffic for-

warded via the failed link is instantly redirected, and the

backward learning procedure is avoided. This mechanism also

considers backup capacity guarantees.

As switches may not be aware of other failed links immedi-

ately, an improved distributed mechanism capable of dealing

with double-link failures in Metro Ethernet Networks was

proposed in [100]. The underlying concept remains similar

to the authors’ previous work from [98]. However, the main

difference is that the reconnect links are selected in [100] in

a way that loops are naturally avoided for double failures (even

though each failure is handled independently).

The proposed ILP formulation includes an extension to

determine the best set of reconnect-links that can reconnect

each affected spanning tree while minimizing the backup

capacity reserved in the network and satisfying the preferred

protection grade for each connection. The new solution still

deals with any single failure successfully. However, only

partial protection can be provided for double failures.

The last concept we describe in this section is based on the

idea of partial spatial protection (PSP) together with a mixed

integer linear programming (MILP) is proposed in [103] as

an extension of the two schemes ([98] and [100]) described

above. In particular, as not all flows require full protection

(against a failure of any possible link on a way), the extension

described in [103] is to update the FSTR concept in a way to

protect flows against a failure of a link from a specific subset

of links only (to satisfy a given protection grade required by

a demand).

B. Solutions Based on Multiple Spanning Trees

The Multiple Spanning Tree Protocol (MSTP) protocol is

based on RSTP and it supports multiple spanning trees [81],

[86], [111]. The main idea behind MSTP is to partition

the network into multiple regions and calculate independent

Multiple Spanning Tree Instances (MSTIs) within each of the

regions based on the parameters conveyed in Bridge Protocol

Data Unit (BPDU) messages which are exchanged between

the involved network bridges.

The MSTIs are assigned unique Virtual LAN (VLAN) iden-

tifiers within the region so that frames with a given VLAN

identifier are forwarded consistently by all bridges within that

region. The consistent assignment is achieved based on MST

Configuration Identifiers included in BPDUs that are transmit-

ted and received by adjacent bridges in the same region. Such

a mechanism is critical for a correct forwarding of frames

within the region, as otherwise, some frames might be dupli-

cated or even not delivered to the destination LANs. Note that

no LAN can belong to two or more regions simultaneously.

Similarly to RSTP, MSTP defines a set of Port Roles which

includes the Alternate Port and Backup Port roles, assigned

to such ports of a bridge. They can be used to provide con-

nectivity in the event of failure of other network components,

or when other bridges, bridge ports, or LANs are removed

from the network. In particular, an Alternate Port provides

an alternate path to the one offered by the Root Port, in the

direction of the Root Bridge. A Backup Port, however, can

be used whenever the existing path offered by a Designated

Port towards the leaves of the spanning tree becomes

unavailable [111].

Initially, Alternate and Backup Ports are quickly transitioned

to the Discarding Port state to avoid data loops. In the case of

bridge or LAN failure, the fastest local recovery is possible

when the Root Port can be substituted for the Alternate Port.

The related advantage is that as long as the Root Port Path

Cost is equal for both ports, bridges located further from the

Root Bridge will not see a network topology change [111].

However, in the other case, MSTP reconfigures the topol-

ogy based on the spanning tree priority vectors, behaving like

a distance-vector protocol. Note that during the reconfiguration

phase, old information related to the prior Root Bridge may

still circulate in the network until it ages out. For details related

to the operation principles of MSTP, the reader is referred

to [111].

A similar approach, which is also the main underly-

ing concept of several other mechanisms, was proposed in

Viking [93]. It was designed for a wide range of networking

technologies, such as Local-Area Networks, Storage-Area

Networks, Metropolitan-Area Networks, and Cluster networks,

to provide fast recovery, high throughput, and load balancing

over the entire network. The difference between Viking and

MSTP is that Viking is based on multiple spanning trees cov-

ering the same network topology instead of covering particular

disjoint segments of the network.

Viking relies on the VLAN technology widely supported

in enterprise-grade Ethernet switches to control how pack-

ets are forwarded towards their destinations. In Viking, each

packet carries a VLAN identifier associated with one of the

available spanning trees. Based on that identifier, downstream

switches forward the packet along the path in the correspond-

ing spanning tree, as shown in Fig. 11. While relying on

existing failure detection mechanisms implemented in modern

network switches, Viking assumes that all end hosts run a local

instance of the Viking Node Controller responsible for load

measurements and VLAN selection. Whenever a link or node

becomes unavailable, the centralized Viking Manager instructs

the Viking Node Controllers using the affected VLANs to

change the VLAN identifier carried in subsequent packets,

effectively redirecting the related flows onto the precomputed

alternative paths.
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Fig. 11. Illustration of the spanning-tree switching process based on the
VLAN identifier stored in each forwarded Ethernet frame.

Compared to the Ethernet architecture relying on a sin-

gle spanning tree, the advantages of Viking include higher

aggregate network throughput and the overall fault tolerance.

Such an improvement is possible by reducing the downtime

to sub-second values and preserving the existing higher-layer

connections [93]. It operates in a semi-distributed way1 and

requires the SNMP protocol for internal signalling. The pro-

totype developed by the authors relies on the Per-VLAN

Spanning Tree (PVST) implementation by Cisco. As no

firmware modifications are necessary, Viking can be deployed

on many off-the-shelf Ethernet switches [93].

A distributed recovery scheme for a single-link failure

scenario, which involves the “a priori” configuration of the

alternative trees and the use of VLAN IDs to switch the traffic

onto the alternative tree after a failure, was presented in [82].

In this scheme, the idea is to perform restoration locally by

a node upstream to the failed element.

Two mechanisms of recovery are proposed, namely

connection-based and repair-based recovery. In connection-

based recovery, packets are assigned the backup VLAN ID

based on the source node, destination node, and the primary

VLAN ID. It means that traffic from different connections can

be switched at a given node onto different backup spanning

trees. At the same time, in the destination-based approach,

packets are assigned the backup VLAN ID only based on

the primary VLAN ID and the destination node. As a result,

flows destined at a given node from different connections are

switched at a given node onto the same backup spanning tree.

The latter approach is less complicated and involves

a shorter computation time. However, as presented in the eval-

uation section of the paper, it is less capacity-efficient than the

former scheme which determines the transmission paths based

on a broader set of input parameters. To avoid forwarding

loops, switching the traffic between spanning trees is allowed

1Note that the authors planned to design and evaluate a fully distributed
version in their second prototype.

only once, and controlled by setting one bit in the Class of

Service (CoS) field as the recovery bit.2

Another local protection scheme called EFUS based on the

idea of multiple trees and the use of VLANs is presented

in [84], [96]. Compared to the approach from [82], its advan-

tage is the ability to provide recovery also in the case of failure

of a single node if only the network topology is at least 2-

connected. It is possible by the utilization of a pair of spanning

trees for each network node, and by switching the flow onto

the respective protection tree by the immediate upstream node

onto the alternate spanning tree.

C. Solutions Based on Recovery Tables

In [99], a method to reduce service recovery time after

a single link failure is proposed that is not based on span-

ning trees but uses the concept of recovery tables storing

the alternate next-hop information for each entry in the con-

ventional forwarding table. As proposed in [99], entries in the

recovery table form the respective detours calculated based on

information on the shortest paths maintained in the control

plane provided by a routing protocol such as OSPF.

The scheme utilizes the concept of VLANs and changes

the uppermost bit of the VLAN ID from 0 to 1 when redirect-

ing the traffic based on the recovery forwarding table. Also,

to avoid loops, it discards the packet if trying to redirect an

already redirected one. However, the use of the uppermost bit

of the VLAN ID for recovery indication limits the number of

VLANs which can be established.

A resilience scheme for a spanning tree which is based

on the idea of preconfigured protection paths, and tunnelling

was introduced in [106]. To provide fast recovery after a link

failure, protection paths are established before the occur-

rence of the failure using protection cycles (p-cycles originally

proposed in [112] for ring-based networks in 1998) defined for

each link in the spanning tree. After a failure, the node detect-

ing the failure proceeds with the encapsulation of packets and

forwarding them via the respective protection cycle to detour

the failed link.

The advantage of this approach is a fast recovery of the

affected flows being a major feature of the original p-cycles

concept as well as resource efficiency (as p-cycles can provide

protection not only for primary paths traversing the p-cycle but

also those paths “straddling” the p-cycle).

D. Solutions Based on Message Flooding and Deduplication

As the performance of the link layer had already been

identified as a growing problem, the AXE scheme was

proposed in [104], [107] as a solution that not only retains

the plug-and-play behaviour of the Ethernet but also ensures

near-instantaneous recovery from failures and supports gen-

eral network topologies. What distinguishes this fast-recovery

mechanism from the widely-used Ethernet is that all network

links can be used to forward packets, instead of using only

a subset of links forming a spanning tree.

2The CoS field is included in Ethernet frames under 802.1Q VLAN
tagging [86].
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In particular, AXE is based on the flood-and-learn

approach and employs an AXE packet header containing

the following four additional fields: the learnable flag L, the

flooded flag F, a hopcount HC, and a nonce used by the

deduplication algorithm. At the same time, AXE takes an

orthogonal approach to the traditional flood-and-learn Layer-2

mechanisms such as STP in that it does not rely on any control

plane at the link layer to compute the spanning tree. Instead,

when an AXE node does not know how to reach a destination,

it encodes a hop count in the packet header, sets the learnable

flag in the packet header, and floods the packet throughout the

entire network. While receiving multiple copies of the flooded

packet, each node learns only the shortest path towards the

destination. To this end, since flooding may reduce bandwidth

resources, each node maintains a packet deduplication filter

implemented as a cache, which avoids flooding packets in

cycles — a catastrophic event in a network.

An advantage of AXE is undoubtedly also its compatibil-

ity with existing failure detection techniques, such as BFD

and different hardware-based mechanisms. According to [104],

even while using relatively small filters, AXE can scale to

large Layer-2 topologies and can quickly react to failures by

avoiding the STP-related computations.

E. Summary

In this section, we highlighted the mechanisms introduced

in the literature to recover from failures of network elements

at the link-layer level. Particular focus was on presenting

the design characteristics contributing to the reduction of the

recovery time. In this context, we first discussed the aspects of

the conventional IEEE 802.1D Spanning Tree Protocol (STP),

and in particular its remarkably slow convergence time mea-

sured even in terms of several tens of seconds. Next, we

analyzed the representative schemes aimed at shortening the

time of recovery grouped by us into four categories: (a) solu-

tions based on a single spanning tree, (b) schemes utilizing

multiple spanning trees, (c) techniques using the recovery

tables, and (d) strategies based on message flooding and dedu-

plication. In particular, schemes utilizing a single spanning

tree such as, e.g., IEEE 802.1D Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol

(RSTP) were found to require significantly less time to com-

plete the recovery procedure of a spanning tree after a failure.

By sending, e.g., explicit termination messages instead of

using timeouts (as in [92]), or by executing the offline an

Integer Linear Program to determine the best set of links for

any single link failure scenario in advance ([98]), the recovery

of a spanning tree could be completed by those methods only

within several tens of milliseconds.

We then discussed the schemes utilizing multiple span-

ning trees, which can result in the partitioning of a network

into subareas with one spanning tree installed in each such

region and identified by a given VLAN ID (see, e.g., [111]).

Such schemes were also shown in the respective literature

to reduce the time of the recovery phase to sub-second

values.

Schemes based on recovery tables (e.g., [99]) were next

shown to be an essential alternative to tree-based techniques

able to recover quickly from failures due to the pre-planned

calculation of the alternate next-hops stored in recovery tables

at each network node.

Finally, techniques based on message flooding and dedu-

plication such as, e.g., AXE ([107]) relied on utilizing all

network links (as opposed to schemes using only links belong-

ing to spanning trees) to forward packets, as well as to recover

quickly from failures.

Despite a broad set of link-layer fast-recovery mechanisms

introduced in the literature, their limited implementation in

practice remains an open issue. Indeed, apart from the stan-

dard solutions such as IEEE RSTP or MSTP, it is still rare

to find the other fast-recovery mechanisms implemented in

commercially available switches. Also, as link-layer recovery

mechanisms were primarily designed for scenarios of single

(link/node) failures, another open issue refers to their abil-

ity to recover from simultaneous failures of multiple network

elements (i.e., due to an attack or another disaster-induced

event).

IV. MPLS FAST RECOVERY

The architecture of Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS),

introduced in [116], relies on Label Switching Routers (LSRs)

capable of forwarding packets along Label Switched Paths

(LSPs) based on additional labels carried in a packet header.

Each of the MPLS labels assigns the packet to the correspond-

ing Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) that defines a group

of IP packets to be forwarded by one or more LSRs in a con-

sistent manner. To be able to distribute information about

the assignment of labels to the corresponding FECs among

the LSRs in an automated way, a label distribution protocol

may be deployed in the network. One of the available imple-

mentations is the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) defined

in [122].

As failures of network components are inevitable [139],

LSPs might be disrupted from time to time. In that con-

text, recovery strategies based on on-demand restoration (see

Section II-B for the related discussion) may not always

be an acceptable solution in terms of the recovery time

scale, and thus, they are beyond the scope of this section.

Instead, in the following parts of the section, we present

and discuss different designs of fast-recovery mechanisms

proposed for MPLS networks, focusing on those that redi-

rect traffic to pre-established dedicated or shared backup LSPs

quickly based on locally-available information. Additionally,

the evaluation results are also reported for the selected solu-

tions deployed in real test network environments, to pro-

vide valuable context related to their expected performance.

Interested readers looking for structured information cov-

ering general terminology and schemes related to both

protection and restoration techniques in the broader con-

text of MPLS and Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) networks

are referred to [73], [120], [121], [127].

A. MPLS Fast-Reroute Extensions

As MPLS had many advantages and was recognized to

be a promising solution, it was soon extended to sup-

port additional much-needed functionalities, such as traffic
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Fig. 12. Timeline of the selected documents and solutions related to MPLS
Fast Reroute (entries marked in gray provide the general context related to
the evolution of MPLS).

engineering [117] (further developed in the inter-domain con-

text in [123]) and Fast-Reroute mechanisms to protect LSP

tunnels [26].

Fig. 13. Illustration of the two basic local protection methods defined in [26]:
(a) One-to-one backup and (b) Facility backup. In the first figure, the thick
black path leading from R1 to R5 represents the primary LSP, the thick blue
path leading from R1 to R3 via R6 — the backup LSP protecting node R1,
and the thick dashed red path — the backup LSP protecting node R2. In the
second figure, the thick solid black path and the blue dotted path represent
the primary LSPs, while the thick red path leading from R2 to R4 via R7 is
the shared backup LSP which protects both primary LSPs if node R3 or links
between R2-R4 fail.

The Fast-Reroute mechanisms in MPLS enabled the local

repair of LSP tunnels within 10s of milliseconds based on the

pre-established backup LSP tunnels. To meet this requirement,

the following two local protection methods were defined (see

Fig. 13 for the illustration of the underlying concepts):

• One-to-one backup: one backup LSP is established for

each protected LSP in such a way that it intersects the

primary path at one of the downstream nodes;

• Facility backup: one backup LSP is established to protect

a set of primary LSPs in such a way that it intersects each

of the primary paths at one of its downstream nodes.

In both cases, whenever a failure is detected by an LSR and

the corresponding backup LSP is available, the LSR being the

Point of Local Repair (PLR) performs a fast local failover,

redirecting subsequent traffic to the preferred backup LSP.

Based on the MPLS label stack carried in the message header,

downstream LSRs will be able to recognize that incoming

messages follow an alternative path, and they will forward

the messages accordingly.

The two protection methods have one strong advantage: they

are conceptually simple and can be deployed selectively where

needed, together or alone, taking into account specific relia-

bility requirements. Additionally, each of them is suitable for

protection of links and nodes in the event of network failure.

On the negative side, once deployed, they may not guarantee

full failure coverage, even for single link failures.

The Resource Reservation Protocol — Traffic

Engineering (RSVP-TE) Fast-Reroute procedures, origi-

nally defined in [26] to support the two methods discussed

above, describe the necessary signaling mechanisms using

the related RSVP objects that together enable fast-recovery

capabilities in RSVP-TE MPLS networks. The primary

specification has recently been updated in [133] to support

Packet Switch Capable GMPLS LSPs. In particular, new

signaling procedures and a new BYPASS_ASSIGNMENT

subobject in the RSVP RECORD_ROUTE object are defined,

to coordinate the assignment of bidirectional bypass tunnels
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which protect common facilities in both directions along the

corresponding co-routed bidirectional LSPs.

The proposed modifications have several advantages. First,

bidirectional traffic can be redirected onto bypass tunnels in

such a way that the resulting data paths are co-routed in

both directions. Second, the proposed fast-reroute strategy

may either be used with GMPLS in-band signaling or with

GMPLS out-of-band signaling, offering greater flexibility dur-

ing the potential deployment. Finally, it is also possible to

avoid the RSVP soft-state timeout in the control plane which

would typically occur after one of the downstream nodes

stopped receiving the RESV messages associated with the

protected LSP from the upstream PLR — for example, as

a result of unidirectional link failures. For more detailed tech-

nical information about the related RSVP-TE extensions and

objects, the reader is referred to [26], [133].

Protection of egress links and egress nodes: While the local-

repair-based MPLS Fast-Reroute mechanisms discussed above

mainly focus on transit link/node protection, the MPLS Egress

Protection Framework recently introduced in [138] describes

fast-recovery mechanisms designed to protect egress links

and egress nodes in MPLS networks relying on downstream-

assigned service labels. In principle, the proposed solution

relies on bypass tunnels pre-established by the PLR to one

or more predefined nodes called protectors. A protector

may either be physically co-located with or decoupled from

a backup egress node, and in the case of failure of the egress

node, the protector is expected to forward the service pack-

ets rerouted at the PLR through the bypass tunnel towards the

backup egress node. It is assumed that multiple egress nodes

are available in the MPLS domain, and that for each protected

tunnel, one router is designated to be the protector. Further,

to enable fast recovery, the necessary bypass forwarding state

needs to be pre-installed in the data plane. Each of the pro-

tectors is also expected to perform context label switching

and context IP forwarding for rerouted MPLS and IP service

packets, respectively.

One strong advantage of the proposed framework is that it

supports networks with co-existing tunnels and services of dif-

ferent types. It may also complement existing global recovery

schemes as well as control-plane reconvergence mechanisms.

On the negative side, the current specification does not support

services using upstream-assigned service labels.

Fast ReRoute using Not-via Addresses (Not-via) is a con-

cept based on a single-level encapsulation and forwarding of

packets to specifically reserved IP addresses which are also

advertised by the IGP. In this way, it is possible to protect

unicast, multicast, and LDP traffic against failure of a link,

a router, and a shared-risk group. Note that we already pro-

vide a detailed discussion of this mechanism in the context

of IP networks in Section V-B. Interested readers may also

study [130] where the general approach to using Not-Via

Fast-Reroute in MPLS networks is discussed.

B. Methods Based on Optimization

An important subgroup of MPLS Fast-Reroute solutions

relies on mathematical optimization to improve the overall

performance with respect to different factors, such as: resource

utilization, coverage of failure scenarios, and scalability. We

summarize the selected approaches below.

Distributed bandwidth management and backup path selec-

tion: To be able to perform the failover from the primary LSP

to a precomputed backup LSP in a given failure scenario,

the network requires additional resources, such as available

bandwidth on network links along the related LSPs. On the

other hand, the resources that remain reserved specifically for

the purpose of the possible recovery cannot be assigned to

other primary LSPs, and thus should be minimized. However,

they can be shared by two or more backup LSPs, as long as

the corresponding primary LSPs do not fail simultaneously.

An illustration of this approach in the context of distributed

bandwidth management mechanisms supporting MPLS Fast

Reroute is provided in [124]. In principle, the authors focus

on the one-to-one protection method and single link or node

failures. First, to collect the necessary information about the

reserved and available bandwidth as well as the administrative

link weights, traffic engineering extensions to the selected link-

state routing protocol might be used.3 Then, the primary LSPs

are computed using the constrained SPF algorithm based on

the administrative weights as well as the available bandwidth

on the involved unidirectional links. To be able to reserve the

necessary amount of resources on network links while a new

primary LSP is created, the RSVP-TE extensions are used,

which involves the exchange of the PATH and RESV signal-

ing messages between the source and destination nodes. In

particular, the RESV message is sent from the destination to

the source. Whenever it is received by an intermediate node

along the primary LSP, the node executes the constrained SPF

algorithm to find a suitable local backup LSP towards the

destination, excluding the downstream link belonging to the

primary LSP. Subsequently, once the backup LSP has been

selected by the intermediate node, the PATH message is sent

along the backup path to establish the LSP and reserve the

required amount of shared restoration bandwidth. Meanwhile,

each of the downstream nodes maintains a local array for each

unidirectional link starting at that node, to keep track of the

required restoration capacity on the related unidirectional link

in different failure scenarios. The PATH message allows the

downstream nodes to update the current values in the respec-

tive local arrays based on the following information included

in the message:

• the immediate downstream link on the primary path;

• the immediate downstream node on the primary path;

• the requested bandwidth of the primary LSP.

Once the local arrays have been updated accordingly, the new

estimated values of the available and reserved bandwidth on

the involved unidirectional links will be disseminated to the

other nodes by the extended link-state routing protocol in

use. As soon as the primary LSP is no longer needed, the

PATHTEAR signaling message can be sent along the primary

LSP to tear the LSP down. Note that each intermediate node

will also need to send the PATHTEAR message along the

3Note that OSPF and IS-IS are example link-state protocols that have been
extended accordingly.
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local backup LSPs established earlier, to release the reserved

network resources properly. In this specific case, as the local

arrays must be updated accordingly, it is proposed that the

PATHTEAR message include additional information about

immediate downstream link and node belonging to the pri-

mary LSP. As an additional improvement, the authors present

and discuss a way to optimize the backup path selection pro-

cedure, aiming at reducing the overall required restoration

bandwidth. Although the additional information required by

the proposed optimized backup path selection algorithm is

distributed between adjacent routers using three new signal-

ing messages (TELL, ASK, and REPLY), the authors suggest

that some information be embedded in the existing PATH and

RESV messages. In such a case, only one new signaling mes-

sage would need to be introduced in real deployments. One

strong advantage of the proposed solutions is that they do

not rely on centralized mechanisms. On the negative side, the

involved LSRs would need to support the required signaling

extensions.

Resilient Routing Reconfiguration (R3) is a concept

proposed to address the long-standing shortcomings of the

earlier fast-recovery techniques with respect to insufficient

performance predictability and missing protection mechanisms

against possible network congestion, especially in multi-failure

scenarios [125]. R3 is based on the following two main steps:

1) Offline precomputation: find a suitable routing scheme

and protection (rerouting) scheme for a given traffic

matrix, to minimize the maximum link utilization over

the entire network;

2) Online reconfiguration: in the case of failure, reroute

traffic via alternative paths and adjust the routing and

protection schemes to exclude the failed link from the

set of candidate links in the event of subsequent failures.

The first step is not time critical and relies on linear pro-

gramming duality to convert the related primary optimization

problem with an infinite number of constraints into a sim-

pler form containing a polynomial number of constraints.4

Although the corresponding model contains O(|V |4) vari-

ables and O(|V |4) constraints, where V denotes the set of

nodes in the network graph, the authors emphasize that this is

much lower than for the other existing approaches focused on

oblivious routing [141], [142].

In the second step, it is important that the rerouting deci-

sion be made as soon as possible, to avoid packet losses and

increased delay. Thus, the related operations are designed not

to be computationally intensive. Additionally, the routing and

protection schemes at all involved routers may be updated after

the upstream PLR has started rerouting packets via the selected

detour, without affecting the recovery process.

One strong advantage of R3 is that it can deal with

both multiple link failures and traffic variability. Additionally,

beyond performing extensive simulations, the authors have

also implemented and evaluated R3 in a real testbed, which

confirmed its effectiveness. On the negative side, the imple-

mentation prepared by the authors relies on a centralized

precomputation of the protection routing scheme. At the same

4Interested readers may learn the basics of optimization theory from [140].

time, the offline precomputation task does not have a direct

influence on the duration of the recovery phase.

Primary and backup path computation is a typ-

ical problem in the context of MPLS Fast Reroute.

Beyond the solutions presented above, it was also discussed

in [113], [132] where the authors proposed the correspond-

ing non-linear integer programming models related to link,

node, or path protection schemes. To reduce the expected

computational complexity, subsequent efforts were made to

prepare the linear variants of the related optimization prob-

lems which also take into account the available resources on

network links [134], [137].

C. Fast Verification of MPLS Networks

Testing and debugging data plane configurations is generally

considered a difficult manual task, yet, a correct configuration

of the data plane is mission critical to provide the required

properties in terms of policy compliance and performance.

Reasoning about the data plane behavior subject to failures

is particularly challenging, as it seemingly introduces a com-

binatorial problem: it seems unavoidable that one has to test

each possible failure scenario individually, and simulate the

resulting rerouting, in order to verify that the network behaves

correctly under all failure scenarios.

Interestingly, this intuition is wrong: it has recently been

shown that in the context of MPLS networks, it is possible

to conduct what-if analyses in polynomial time. In [135], an

approach is presented to collect and transform MPLS for-

warding and failover tables into a prefix rewriting system

formalism, to which automata-theoretical algorithms can be

applied to test a wide range of properties, related to reachabil-

ity (e.g., can A always reach B, even if there are up to 3 link

failures?) or network policy (e.g., is it ensured that traffic from

A to B traverses a firewall along the way?).

The fast verification is enabled by the nature how labels

are organized and manipulated in the MPLS packet header:

the labels are organized in a stack, and operations limited to

push, pop, and swap. This makes it possible to describe the

system as a push-down automaton. In [136] a tool called P-Rex

is presented which realizes the theoretical concepts in [135].

AalWiNes [143] extends P-Rex in that it relies on weighted

automata, allowing to verify quantitative properties as well

(besides being faster).

To the best of our knowledge, no polynomial-time solutions

exist for conducting what-if analyses in polynomial time for

other types of networks which rely on more complex rules,

e.g., [144], [145].

D. Other Approaches

Beyond the groups of solutions summarized in the sec-

tions above, each of them sharing a common design feature,

there are also other fast-recovery concepts related to MPLS

which are based on interesting ideas, and thus are also worth

mentioning. We discuss the selected proposals in this section.

Aggregated Link Usage Information: The idea of shar-

ing some backup resources in the network by multiple

backup bandwidth-guaranteed LSPs has already been con-

sidered in [118] where the authors discuss the trade-off
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Fig. 14. Illustration of the underlying idea of the improved protection
methods described in [119], [146].

between complete knowledge of the routing scheme at the

time of a path setup event and partial knowledge based

on the aggregated link utilization information. Maintenance

of non-aggregated per-path information may cause potential

scalability issues and requires more storage and processing

resources. On the other hand, the solution proposed by the

authors relies on such information as fraction of bandwidth

used on each link by the active LSPs and separately by all

backup LSPs. Based on that, the proposed routing algorithms

are able to determine the candidate backup paths for local

recovery to protect single link or node failures.

Using Backward LSPs: A fast-recovery method based on

diverting traffic back towards the upstream LSR and selecting

one of the predefined alternative LSPs was proposed in [115]

and improved further in [119], [146]. The underlying idea of

the related fast-recovery strategy is illustrated in Fig. 14.

Once a failure is detected by one of the LSRs on the pri-

mary LSP, packets are sent along the backward LSP towards

the upstream LSR. The upstream LSR recognizes the back-

ward flow, marks the last packet sent along the broken LSP

using one bit of the Exp field of the MPLS label stack (note

that no overhead is introduced at this point), and stores the

subsequent packets received from the upstream LSR in a local

buffer to avoid packet reordering. As soon as the previously

marked packet is received again from the downstream LSR,

all related packets stored in the buffer are forwarded to the

upstream LSR. Eventually, the source LSR of the protected

LSP redirects packets onto the predefined alternative LSP.

While the original method already allowed for a signifi-

cant reduction of the overall path computation complexity and

signaling requirements,5 the improved method was designed

to eliminate packet reordering which was one of the disad-

vantages of the earlier proposals. The average delay during

the restoration period has also been improved. It is worth

noting that this recovery strategy may be used to achieve

one-to-one and many-to-one protection faster as well as to

avoid network congestion, allowing for better QoS control and

reduced packet losses [119], [146]. More importantly, by intro-

ducing relatively small packet buffers at LSRs to be able to

store copies of the limited number of forwarded packets, it is

possible to eliminate packet losses entirely and thus improve

the observed TCP performance during the failover consider-

ably [146]. At the same time, the proposed two improved

5In addition, note that the computations related to primary and alternative
paths may be performed at a single switch, to avoid possible issues resulting
from distributed computation.

Fig. 15. Example configuration of a multipath.

approaches do not specify any particular method for the effec-

tive selection of alternative LSPs — an important factor having

significant influence on the QoS and the observed path stretch.

Interestingly, the authors of [115] already anticipated the

potential problems in the context of delay-sensitive network

services and outlined the concept of restoration shortcuts as

one of the possible ways to counteract the expected increase

of transmission delay as a result of the failover. In particular,

while using a restoration shortcut, traffic is rerouted over an

alternative shortcut LSP established between the LSR on the

primary path (upstream of the failed link) and the destination

of the primary LSP, potentially merging into the other existing

backup LSPs.

Leveraging the Multipath Transmission: Resilience in

MPLS networks can also be provided by multipath struc-

tures being a type of protection-switching mechanisms. One

of the representative schemes of this kind is the self-

protecting multipath (SPM) concept proposed for MPLS

networks in [147].

As presented in Fig. 15, for a given end-to-end demand d,

in the normal operation mode, SPM uses all pre-established

paths for data transmission. The multipath structure should

include paths being mutually node-disjoint, to ensure pro-

tection against a failure of a single node/link as well as to

simplify the procedure to establish the multipath. Load bal-

ancing among several paths of the multipath is also helpful

while dealing with failures. In the case of any failure affecting

a given path in the multipath structure, traffic is redistributed

across all the other working paths. Therefore, for a multipath

consisting of k paths, SPM needs k + 1 different traffic distri-

bution functions: one for operation in the failure-free scenario,

and the next k functions to cover the failure of any of the k

paths.

The evaluation presented in [147] shows that the approach is

very efficient in protecting against failures of single nodes and

links, as it requires only about 20% of additional transmission

capacity for this purpose.

One of the variants of SPM has been presented in [148],

with the extension to introduce the traffic distribution function

specific to the failed network element along the path, instead

of the former traffic distribution function defined in the context

of a given path.

The SPM concept has been enhanced in [149] with the pro-

posal of a linear program (LP) to optimize the SPM load

balancing function to maximize the amount of traffic trans-

ported with resilience requirements for legacy networks (i.e.,

already deployed networks). The objective is achieved by
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solving the corresponding problem of minimization of the

maximum link utilization in any protected failure scenario.

E. Experimental Evaluation

Some of the existing solutions have been evaluated in

real test network environments. As the corresponding results

may provide a valuable context with respect to the expected

performance, we summarize below the selected reports related

to fast-recovery mechanisms.

The first paper discussed in this section presents the compar-

ison of the following two mechanisms with respect to packet

losses and duration of the failover phase [126]:

• MPLS Traffic Engineering (TE) Fast

Reroute [26], [114], [129];

• IP Fast Reroute Framework [150].

The evaluation scenarios assumed single link failures and

protection based on either predefined backup paths using

MPLS TE Fast-Reroute tunnels or IP Fast-Reroute Loop-Free

Alternates (for a detailed discussion of IP Fast-Reroute solu-

tions, the reader is referred to Section V). The results presented

by the authors suggest that with increasing number of rerouted

LSPs in MPLS networks, the failover time increases exponen-

tially (even beyond 50 ms) and packet losses are also higher. In

the case of the investigated IP network, increasing the number

of IP prefixes also causes a non-linear increase of the failover

time, while traffic losses remain almost unchanged.

In contrary to the experiments reported in [126], the sec-

ond analyzed paper presents the results from a large and

geographically-distributed production backbone network in

which every major routing node consisted of several core,

aggregation, and edge routers [128]. The observed parame-

ters included TTL changes, packet losses, packet reordering,

and one-way delay changes. The experiments were performed

over a 14-month period and the two considered restoration

methods (OSPF reconvergence and MPLS-TE Fast Reroute)

were analyzed during seven consecutive months each. The

evaluation results have shown that the MPLS-TE Fast-Reroute

mechanism reduces packet losses and packet reordering during

link failure events significantly, also suppressing the possible

micro-loops.

The third considered paper compares the effectiveness of

MPLS-TE Fast Reroute and IP OSPF Fast Reroute based on

Loop-Free Alternates in terms of packet losses and network

convergence time, for different numbers of LSPs and IP

prefixes [131]. Both mechanisms were configured in a WDM

test network. The reported results confirm that with increasing

number of rerouted LSPs in MPLS networks, the convergence

time increases significantly and the observed packet losses are

also higher. Again, in the case of the investigated IP network,

increasing number of IP prefixes caused a non-linear increase

of the convergence time, while traffic losses remained almost

unchanged.

Fast-recovery mechanisms designed for MPLS have been

shown to improve network operation and performance in dif-

ferent failure scenarios. At the same time, there are still some

related open challenges. In particular, fast restoration relying

on backup LSPs requires that additional LSPs be configured

and established in advance and in an effective way, taking into

account the trade-off between the coverage of failure scenarios,

the available network resources, expected traffic demands, key

performance indicators from the perspective of users, and the

overall complexity of the system. Moreover, considering the

variety of failure detection and mitigation mechanisms run-

ning concurrently on different layers of networked systems,

another challenge is how to avoid packet losses and possible

packet reordering during the failover.

V. INTRA-DOMAIN NETWORK-LAYER FAST RECOVERY

In this and the next sections, we review the representative

schemes for fast recovery that operate at the network layer

(Layer 3) of the Internet protocol stack. In particular, this sec-

tion is dedicated to the intra-domain setting, while the next

section will discuss the solutions that work across Autonomous

Systems (inter-domain). Since the prevailing network-layer

protocol today is the Internet Protocol suite, namely the two

versions IPv4 and IPv6, most of the fast recovery schemes

we discuss here are specifically designed for IP (IP Fast

ReRoute, see below). However, the main ideas will be reusable

in any network layer that provides connectionless, unreliable

datagram service [151].

In the context of a single provider network, the aim of

the operator is to achieve the highest possible level of failure

resilience and the lowest service recovery time. As outlined in

Section II, in general this is attained by preplanned protection

schemes (with backup paths established before the failure),

providing detours over small parts of working paths (i.e., local

detours) with backup capacity reserved in advance to ensure

an undisrupted flow of traffic after a failure (dedicated protec-

tion). For standard IP networking, however, it is not common

to see these objectives fulfilled jointly due to the connection-

less nature of the IP network layer that does not allow packets

to be “pinned” to a preplanned detour after a failure. Therefore,

IP Fast-Reroute (IPFRR) mechanisms need to tediously work

around the limitations of the underlying network layer, and

typically rely on shared detours and provide “best-effort” pro-

tection only. In other words, in IP failure recovery, usually

there is no guarantee that the necessary capacity and network

resources remain available along the backup paths after a

failure event (see, e.g., [152], [153]).

Below, we review the most important intra-domain fast IP

recovery schemes following a rough chronological order and

we provide a simple taxonomy for classifying the schemes.

We note, however, that our coverage of IP Fast ReRoute and

related concepts is intentionally incomprehensive. In particu-

lar, we deliberately ignore control-plane driven IP restoration

schemes (which tend to be slower) and we concentrate on

very fast data-plane driven shared, preplanned, local protec-

tion schemes exclusively (recall Fig. 6), which either work on

top of the unmodified connectionless destination-based uni-

cast IP data plane service and a distributed intra-domain IP

control-plane protocol or require only minimal extensions to

the bare-bone IP specification [154]–[156]. For fast IP restora-

tion, see [15], [157], [158], for pointers on IP multicast fast

recovery see, e.g., [159]; and for schemes that do not fit into
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Fig. 16. A taxonomy of the most important general concepts in IP Fast ReRoute.

this pure IP data-plane “ideal”, like O2 routing [160], Failure-

carrying Packets (FCP) [161], Protection routing [152], [153],

or KeepForwarding [162], see Section VII. We largely ignore

the intricate issues related to IP fault detection and fault

localization, noting that IP recovery usually relies on (from

the slowest to the fastest technique) control plane heartbeats,

Bidirectional Forwarding Detection, and link-layer notifica-

tion, see Section II-C. For further detail on IPFRR refer

to [23], [24], for the algorithmic aspects see [163]–[167], and

for a comprehensive evaluation and comparison of different

IPFRR techniques see [35], [168]. For a taxonomy of the most

important concepts in IPFRR, see Fig. 16, and a timeline of

related research and standards, see Fig. 17.

A. The IP Fast ReRoute Framework

When a link or node failure occurs in a routed IP network,

there is inevitably a period of disruption to the delivery

of traffic until the network re-converges on the new topol-

ogy. Packets for destinations that were previously reached

by traversing the failed component may be dropped or

may suffer looping [169]–[171]. Recovery from such fail-

ures may take multiple seconds, or even minutes in certain

cases, due to the distributed nature of the IP control plane

and the complex interactions between intra-domain Interior

Gateway Protocols (IGPs) and inter-domain exterior gate-

way protocols [15], [157], [158]. Many Internet applications

(multimedia, VPN) have not been designed to tolerate such

long disruptions.

In this section, we review the IP Fast ReRoute framework

(IPFRR [150]), a mechanism to provide fast data-plane-driven

failure mitigation in an intra-domain unicast setting. The first

specification for IPFRR was drafted in 2004, reaching the

status of an Informational RFC to 2010 [150].

Reports suggest that roughly 70% of outages in operational

IP backbones are local, affecting only a single link and only

a single Autonomous System (AS) at a time, and transient,

lasting only a couple of seconds; think of, e.g., a flapping

interface or a router in a quick reboot cycle [139], [158], [172].

The main premise of IPFRR is that for such transient local

failures, it is an overkill to execute two full AS-wide IGP re-

convergence processes just to eventually return to the original

configuration, since IGPs are usually too slow for operational

purposes [15], [157], [158].

The main goal of IPFRR is (1) to handle short-term dis-

ruptions efficiently and (2) remain fully compatible with the

IP control plane and data plane, allowing for the incremen-

tal deployment with no flagship date. The framework rests

Fig. 17. Timeline of selected documents and solutions related to IP Fast
Reroute.

on two main design principles: local rerouting and precom-

puted detours (recall the general taxonomy in Section II-B).

Local rerouting means that only routers directly adjacent to

a failure are aware of it, which eliminates the most time-

consuming steps of IGP-based restoration, the global flooding

of failure information. Additionally, IPFRR mechanisms are

proactive in that detours are computed, and installed in the

data plane, before a failure occurs. Thus, when a failure even-

tually shows up, the affected routers can switch to an alternate

path instantly, letting the IGP to converge in the background.

The IPFRR framework distinguishes local repair paths

(ECMP and LFA, see Section V-B), the cases when a router

has an immediate IP-level neighbor with a path that is still

functional after the failure, and multi-hop repair paths, when-

ever the closest router with a functional repair path is multiple

IP links away and, therefore, is not available directly via a local

interface (rLFA).

B. Shortest-Path Fast Reroute

Most intra-domain IP routing protocols, like OSPF (Open

Shortest Path First [10]) or IS-IS (Intermediate System-to-

Intermediate System [11]), rely on a flooding mechanism to

distribute network topology information across the routers

inside an AS and a shortest-path-first algorithm, i.e., Dijsktra’s
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Fig. 18. Illustration of Loop-free Alternates and ECMP alternates with link
costs as marked on the edges. For source router R1 towards destination router
R6, both R2 and R3 are ECMP next-hops (marked by orange arrows in the
figure), each one providing a node-protecting ECMP LFA with respect to the
case if the other one fails, and router R4 is a link- and node-protecting LFA
protecting against the (potentially simultaneous) failure of R2 and/or R3 (the
backup route is marked by a dashed red arrow in the figure).

algorithm [32], to calculate the best route, and the primary

next-hop router(s) along these routes, to be loaded into the data

plane. The idea in all LFA-extensions discussed in this section

is to leverage the IGP link-state database, readily available and

synchronized across all routers, to compute not only a primary

next-hop to each destination, but also to obtain one or more

secondary next-hops as well that can be used as bypass when-

ever the failure of the primary next-hop is detected. As such,

shortest-path-based IPFRR is generally easy to implement

and incrementally deploy in an operational network. This,

however, comes at the price of a major limitation: namely,

as the bypass paths themselves must also be (at least par-

tially) shortest paths, a proper shortest bypass path may not

always be available in a given topology for a particular fail-

ure case. Correspondingly, in general it is very difficult to

achieve 100% protection against all possible failure cases with

shortest-path-based IPFRR methods.

Loop-free Alternates (LFA) is the basic specification

for the IP Fast-ReRoute framework to provide single-hop

repair paths. In LFA, the emphasis is on simplicity and

deployability, instead of full coverage against all transient

failures [32], [180]. Drafted in the IETF Routing Working

Group in 2004, LFA reached Standards Track RFC sta-

tus in 2008 (two years before the actual IPFRR framework

specification was finalized [150], see Fig. 17).

As mentioned above, the idea in LFA is to exploit the

information readily available in the IGP link-state database to

compute secondary next-hops, or “alternates” as per [32], that

can be used as a bypass whenever the failure of the primary

next-hop is detected. Computing these secondary next-hops

must occur in a “loop-free” manner so that the bypass neigh-

bour, which, recall, will not be explicitly notified about the

failure event, will not loop the packets back to the originating

router. LFA uses some basic graph-theory and simple condi-

tions based on the shortest-path distances calculated by the

IGP to ensure that the calculated alternate routes are indeed

loop-free.

The conditions based on which routers can choose “safe”

alternate next-hops are as follows. Given router s, destination

prefix/router d, let e be a shortest-path next-hop of s towards d

(there can be more than one next-hop, see below). In addition,

let dist(i, j) denote the shortest-path distance between router

i and j. Then, from s to d with respect to the next-hop e,

a neighbour n �= e of s is

– a link-protecting LFA if

dist(n, d) < dist(n, s) + dist(s, d), (2)

– a node-protecting LFA if, in addition to (2),

dist(n, d) < dist(n, e) + dist(e, d), (3)

– a downstream neighbour LFA if

dist(n, d) < dist(s, d), (4)

– and an ECMP alternate if

dist(s,n) + dist(n, d) = dist(s, d). (5)

The definitions follow each other in the order of “strength”

and generality: for instance, an ECMP alternate is always

a downstream neighbour, and a node-protecting LFA is also

link-protecting. For the exact relations among different LFA

types, see [32], [180], and for an illustration of the main con-

cepts in LFA, refer to Fig. 18. In general, a “stronger” notion

of LFA alternate next-hop should always be preferred over

a “weaker” one whenever multiple choices are available. An

algorithm to choose the best option in such cases is specified

in [32].

The main advantages of LFA are that it is simple to imple-

ment and fully-compatible with the deployed IP infrastructure.

Correspondingly, LFA is readily available in most major router

products [181]–[183]. Nevertheless, LFA comes with a number

of distinct disadvantages as well. First, it needs an addi-

tional run of Dijkstra’s algorithm from the perspective of

each LFA candidate neighbour to obtain the shortest path

distances, causing the extra control CPU load. Second, LFA

does not guarantee full failure coverage: depending on the

topology and link costs LFA can protect about 80% of sin-

gle link failures and 40–50% of node failures in general.

Correspondingly, various optimization methods are available

in the literature to improve failure-case coverage in operational

networks [184]–[189]. Third, LFA is prone to forming tran-

sient “micro-loops” during recovery, caused by certain routers

still using the “normal” routes while others already switching

to the recovery routes [32], [190], and possibly “LFA loops”

as well that may show up after all routers have switched. For

instance, using a link-protecting LFA to protect a node failure

may generate an LFA loop that will persist until the IGP fin-

ishes full reconvergence in the background [32], [191], [192].

In general, there is a trade-off between loop-avoidance and

failure-coverage. For example, using only the strong notion of

a downstream neighbour (see Eq. (4)) as an LFA eliminates

both micro- and persistent LFA loops, but the failure case

coverage attained this way may be poor in certain provider

networks [180].

U-turn Alternates is an extension to the basic LFA specifica-

tion providing multi-hop repair paths, on top of the local-repair

mechanism implemented by LFA, in order to improve the fail-

ure case coverage [193]. The U-turn alternates specification

never reached RFC status.

The main observation in the U-turn alternates specification

is that the only way for a router to remain without an LFA is
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Fig. 19. Illustration of U-turn Alternates and Remote Loop-free Alternates
with link costs as marked on the edges. Source router R1 has router R4 as
its default shortest-path next-hop towards router R6 (marked by an orange
array in the figure) and there is no available LFA candidate neighbour that
would provide protection against the failure of the link R1–R4 (marked by
a red cross), or the next-hop router R4 itself. However, router R5 is both a
U-turn alternate and a Remote Loop-free Alternate in this case: note that both
R2 and R3 are possible U-turn alternate next-hops that can pass the packet
to R5, but in the case of rLFA the bypass path will be provided along the
shortest R1–R5 route exclusively (i.e., by router R2), yielding the new path
R1–R2–R5–R6 (marked by dashed red arrays).

if it is itself one of the default next-hops of each of its neigh-

bours. Then, a U-turn alternate is a neighbour that has a further

neighbour (at most two hops away) that still has a func-

tional path to the destination after the failure. Consequently,

that “next-next-hop” neighbour of the U-turn alternate can be

used as a bypass whenever the primary next-hop fails and no

LFA is available. Unfortunately, this requires some external

mechanism to prevent the U-turn alternate to loop the packet

back to the originating router (which would be the “default”

behaviour). See Fig. 19 for an illustration.

Technically, for router s, destination prefix/router d, a neigh-

bour n of s is a U-turn alternate next-hop from s to d if (1)

s is the primary next-hop from n to d and (2) n has a node-

protecting loop-free LFA to d by (3). In such cases, s can send

a packet to n, which, detecting that a packet was received from

its primary next-hop (this can be detected by, e.g., Reverse

Path Filters [194]), can send it along its node-protecting LFA.

Alternatively, a packet sent to a U-turn alternate can be explic-

itly marked to signal that it should not be looped back to the

originating router.

The U-turn alternates specification is relatively simple to

implement. On the other hand, it needs RPF, per-packet

signalling, tunnelling, or interface-specific forwarding (see

below) to indicate that packet is travelling to a U-turn alter-

nate, plus an additional run of Dijkstra’s algorithm from

each neighbour of every U-turn candidate. Still, depending

on the topology U-turn alternates cannot guarantee full fail-

ure coverage, not even for single link failures. To account

for non-complete coverage, [195] presents an extension where

multiple U-turns may come one after the other. This provides

100% protection at the cost of worsening the issues related to

the signalling of U-turns.

Remote Loop-free Alternates (rLFA) is another extension of

the basic LFA specification to extend the scope to multi-hop

repair paths [166], [167], [178], [196]. Again, the intention is

to improve LFA failure case coverage.

The most important observation that underlies rLFA is that

any remote router may serve as an alternate, provided that (1)

the remote router has a functional path to the destination after

a failure, (2) the shortest path from the originating router to the

alternate does not traverse the failed component, and (3) the

originating router has some way to tunnel packets from itself

to the alternate. In such cases, whenever a router needs to find

a bypass to divert traffic away from a failed primary next-hop,

it can encapsulate these packets to tunnel the diverted traffic

to the remote loop-free alternate (using, e.g., IP-IP, GRE, or

MPLS), so that the router at the tunnel endpoint will pop the

tunnel header from the packets and use its default next-hop

to reach the destination. See Fig. 19 for a sketch of the main

ideas in rLFA.

In order to check whether a remote router is a valid rLFA

candidate, the shortest path segment from the originating

router to the rLFA and from the rLFA to the destination router

both must avoid the failed component. The second condition is

compatible with the LFA loop-free condition, whereas the first

condition is needed because the encapsulated packets, travel-

ling from the originating router to the rLFA, will also follow

the shortest path and, as such, may also be affected by the

failure.

Formally, for router s, destination router/prefix d, and

next-hop e from s to d, some n ∈ V (not necessarily an

immediate neighbor of s) is a link-protecting remote loop-free

alternate (rLFA) if the below two conditions hold:

dist(s,n) < dist(s, e) + dist(e,n) and (6)

dist(n, d) < dist(n, s) + dist(s, d). (7)

The node-protecting case can be defined similarly [166].

The pros of rLFA are that it remains largely compatible

with IP and it is also straight-forward to implement on top of

MPLS/LDP and segment routing [197].

On the negative side, rLFA may cause extra control CPU

load as it needs each router to execute a shortest-path compu-

tation from potentially each other router, and extra data-plane

burden by routers having to maintain possibly a huge num-

ber of tunnels to reach each rLFA. Crucially, rLFA may still

not provide full protection, not even in the unit-cost case.

Papers [166], [167] provide analytical and algorithmic tools to

characterize rLFA coverage in general topologies. To address

the inadequacy of the failure case coverage, the originating

router may use directed forwarding to instruct the rLFA to

send a packet through a specific neighbour. This modification

guarantees full coverage for single-link failures [196], [198].

Interestingly, this use case served as one of the precursors

for the development of segment routing [197] and the main

motivation to develop a family of LFA extensions that provide

complete failure case coverage in the context of this emerg-

ing segment routing framework [199]. We note that the rLFA

specification largely replaced U-turn alternates.

IP Fast ReRoute using Not-via Addresses (Not-via) is

a specification for fast IP failure protection that addresses the

limitations of LFA and rLFA. Drafted in 2005, the specifi-

cation reached RFC status in 2013 [130] but major vendor

adoption and large-scale deployments did not ensue.

The main drawback of rLFA is that even if a suitable remote

LFA candidate is available after a failure the originating router

may not have a way to send bypass packets there, since all its
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Fig. 20. Illustration of Not-via Addresses and the Failure Insensitive Routing
with link costs as marked on the edges. Not-via: when link R2–R5 fails
(marked by a red cross in the figure) along the shortest R1–R6 path (marked
by an orange arrow), R2 will tunnel packets destined to R6 to the address
“R6 not via R5”. The packet will travel along the shortest R2–R6 path with
the default next-hop R5 removed from the topology (marked by a dashed dark
red arrow) immediately to the next-next-hop (i.e., R6). FIR: when link R2–
R5 fails, R2 recomputes its routing table but will suppress the notification for
the rest of the routers. Rather, it sends the packet back to R1, which, having
received it “out-of-order” from R2, infers that link R2–R5 and/or R5–R6 has
failed and hence forwards it via R4 to the destination.

shortest paths to rLFA candidates may converge along a single,

possibly failed, next-hop. Not-via overcomes this problem by

tunnelling/encapsulating packets through a special “not-via” IP

address that explicitly identifies the network component that

the repair must avoid. Hence, each router can pre-compute

backup paths covering each individual failure case, by tak-

ing a modified graph from which the failed component was

explicitly removed and then re-computing the shortest paths in

this modified graph. In operation, any router along the detour,

receiving a packet destined to a not-via address, immediately

(1) knows that this packet is currently travelling on a detour

and therefore the default routing table next-hop should not be

applied, and (2) identifies the failed component associated with

the not-via address and switches to the pre-computed backup

shortest path. See Fig. 20 for an demonstration of the main

concepts in Not-via.

Suppose that router s detects that its primary next-hop e

towards router/prefix d has failed. In such cases, s encapsu-

lates the packet in a new tunnel header and into the outer IP

header it sets the destination address as a not-via address. The

not-via address is an ordinary IP address that was adminis-

tratively configured, and advertised into the IGP to mean “an

address of router d that is reachable not via node e”. In order

to cut down the length of the bypass paths, in the original

not-via specification the destination of the repair path is not

immediately d but rather the “next-next-hop” of s to d (i.e., the

next-hop of e to d). This behaviour has been questioned several

times since then [200]–[202]. Routers in the IGP domain will

advertise not-via addresses alongside the standard IP prefixes

and store a next-hop in the forwarding table for each “x not-

via y” address by (1) temporarily removing component y from

the topology and (2) calculating the shortest path to x in the

modified topology. As long as a failure does not partition the

network, this mechanism ensures that each single component

failure can be protected.

Notably, Not-via was the first viable IPFRR specification to

guarantee full failure coverage against single-component fail-

ures. Yet, it remains fully compatible with the IP data plane

(but not with the control plane, see below), requiring no expen-

sive modification to IP router hardware. Unfortunately, the

resource footprint may still be substantial. First, it requires

maintaining additional not-via addresses, introducing signif-

icant management issues (no standard exists as to how to

associate a not-via address with a concrete router/failure case),

control-plane burden (possibly thousands of not-via addresses

must be advertised across the IGP [203] and each potential

failure case requires an additional run of Dijkstra’s algorithm,

and data-plane load (not-via addresses appear in the IP for-

warding table, which already contains possibly hundreds of

thousands of routes). In addition, tunnelling schemes, like

rLFA and Not-via [130], [178], [204], [205] may raise unex-

pected and hard-to-debug packet loss or latency when the

size of the encapsulated packets exceeds the MTU (Maximum

Transfer Unit), causing a packet drop (when the “Don’t

fragment” bit is set) or a costly and timely fragmentation/

reassembly process at the tunnel endpoints (in IPv4).

The Not-via specification sparked significant follow-up

work. [206] introduces aggregation and prioritization tech-

niques to reduce the computational costs of Not-via and the

forwarding table size. The paper also proposes an algorithm

(rNotVia) that allows a router to efficiently determine whether

it is on the protection path of a not-via address and cuts down

unnecessary calculations. Lightweight Not-via [200], [201]

aims to break down the management burden, decrease the

computational complexity, and reduce the number of not-via

addresses needed, based on the concept of (maximally) redun-

dant trees [202], [207]. This modification allows to cover

multiple failure scenarios using a single not-via address, which

reduces the number of necessary not-via addresses to 2 per

router. The question whether the combined use of LFA and

Not-via results in operational benefits is asked in [203]; the

answer is generally negative.

Failure Insensitive Routing (FIR) using interface-specific

forwarding is an IPFRR proposal originating from the

academia, which gained significant following in the research

community [173]. This is the first, and possibly the most ele-

gant, IPFRR method proposed (the original paper appeared

as early as 2003, predating even the first IPFRR draft,

see Fig. 17), providing full protection against single link

failures. Later versions and extensions address various short-

comings of FIR, e.g., provide protection against node failures

([176], [208]–[212], see below). Currently, we know of no

off-the-shelf router products that implement FIR.

FIR is similar to Not-via in the sense that routers

along a detour can identify the failed component. However,

instead of using Not-via addresses that explicitly communi-

cate the identity of the failure, in FIR routers rather infer

it autonomously from packets’ flight: when a packet arrives

through an “unusual” interface, through which it would never

arrive under normal operation, the set of potential links whose

failure could lead to this event can be inferred. Using this

inferred information, routers can divert packets to a new

next-hop that avoids the failed links. This provides full failure

case coverage, at the cost of the modification of the default IP

data plane: forwarding decisions in FIR are made not only

based on the destination address in a packet, but are also
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specific to the ingress interface the packet was received on. See

Fig. 20 for a sample topology demonstrating interface-specific

routing.

The Failure Insensitive Routing (FIR) [173] scheme

revolves around two basic concepts: key links, used to identify

the potential failure cases that could lead to a router receiving

a packet on a particular interface, and interface-specific for-

warding tables, which assign a next-hop to each destination

router/prefix separately for each ingress interface. Formally,

given router s, destination d, and next-hop e from s to d,

the key links at s with respect to d for the interface e-s are

exactly the links along the s → d shortest path except s-e.

The interface specific forwarding table with respect to this

interface is obtained simply by removing the key links from

the topology and running Dijkstra’s algorithm from s. As long

as the topology is 2-connected, removing the key links will

not partition the network and full failure coverage is attained.

Once computed, a router will install the per-interface for-

warding tables into the data plane and, in normal operation,

use standard shortest-path routing to forward packets. To deal

with remote failures, the router does not need to react as

the interface-specific routes are specific enough to handle all

detours, while for local failures it recomputes its shortest paths

but suppresses the IGP failure notification procedure from this

point in line with the requirements of the IPFRR framework.

In a nutshell, in FIR a router detects that a packet is on

a detour from that it is received from its primary next-hop.

In this regard, FIR resembles U-turn alternates but it is much

more generic than that (works for alternates more than two-

hops away). As we have seen, it also generalizes Not-via in

that it does not need additional not-via addresses to identify

the failure, it can infer this information.

FIR is remarkably elegant, simple, and fully distributed,

and it also provides full failure case coverage, including

node failures (see below). On the negative side, interface-

specific forwarding is still not available in the standard IP

data plane: while most 3rd generation routers store a sep-

arate forwarding table at each line card, management and

monitoring APIs to these per-interface forwarding tables have

never been standardized. In addition, FIR may create persis-

tent loops when more than one link simultaneously fail. To

address these issues, [213] extends FIR to handle node fail-

ures, [176], [209] generalizes this method to asymmetric link

costs and inter-AS links, [210] provides a version that is guar-

anteed to be loop-free at the cost of increasing forwarding

path lengths somewhat, while [208], [211], [214] present fur-

ther modifications to the backup next-hop selection procedure

based on interface-specific forwarding to handle, among oth-

ers, double link failures. For more recent improvements to

IPFRR, see [195].

C. Overlay-Based Reroute

Achieving full failure case coverage in IPFRR and adhering

to IP’s default connectionless destination-based hop-by-hop

routing paradigm at the same time seems a complex problem.

Each shortest-path-based IPFRR method we described above

suffers from one or more significant shortcomings due to this

fundamental contradiction, in terms of failure case coverage

or deployability (or both).

The IPFRR methods based on the fault isolation technique

described below offer a way out of this problem: they imple-

ment certain overlay networks on top of the physical topology

so that for every possible local failure there will be at least one

overlay unaffected by the failure that can be used as a backup.

Here, an IP overlay may be any virtual IP network layer pro-

visioned on top of the physical IP infrastructure using, e.g.,

multi-topology routing or virtual routing or forwarding (VRF)

instances. Of course, this may break IP compatibility, as some

way to force bypass traffic into the proper overlay is needed:

most proposals use some additional bits in the IP header (e.g.,

in the ToS field), but tunnels, not-via addresses, and multi-

topology routing could also be reused for this purpose. This

allows bypass paths to no longer be strictly shortest, which

lend more degrees of freedom to assign detours for different

failure cases and leads to higher failure case coverage.

Below, we summarize the most important fault-isolation

techniques proposed so far, with the emphasis on the method-

ology to obtain the overlay topologies themselves. In the

taxonomy of Section II-B, the fault-isolation-based IPFRR

mechanisms discussed below (not to confuse with fault detec-

tion and fault localization, see Section II-C) belong to the class

of preplanned, shared or dedicated, global protection schemes.

General Resilient Overlays is a class of IPFRR methods

that use different, non-shortest-path-based algorithmic tech-

niques to compute the backup overlays. These methods will

be called “general” to stress that the backup can be an arbitrary

topology, differentiating this class from the subsequent class

where the backups will be strictly limited to tree topologies.

The authors in [215] trace back general fault iso-

lation to FRoots, which considered the problem

in the context of high-performance routing [216].

The idea in that paper, and in essentially all

extensions [174], [175], [177], [215], [217]–[221], is the

same: find a set of overlay topologies so that each router will

have at least one overlay it can use as a backup whenever its

primary next-hop fails. The difficulty in this problem is to

consider arbitrary, possibly highly irregular network topolo-

gies and/or link costs [216], and to minimize the number of

the resultant overlays to cut down control, management, and

data-plane burden.

Key to all IPFRR methods described in this class is the

notion of failure isolation and backup overlays. We say that a

topology (e.g., an overlay) isolates a failure when the topol-

ogy, and the routes provisioned on top of the topology, have

the property that there is a certain set of source-destination

pairs (the “covered pairs”) and failure cases (the “isolated

failures”) so that if we inject a packet into the topology at

a covered source towards a covered destination, the packet will

avoid the isolated failure and flow undisrupted to the required

destination. The set of backup overlays then forms a family

of overlay topologies, with the property that for any pair of

a source and a destination router and any failure there is at

least one backup overlay that isolates the failure and covers the

source-destination pair. Then, if the source selects the proper

backup overlay for the given failure case(s) and destination
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node and it has a way to “pin” the packet into that overlay,

then it is ensured that the packet will reach the destination

node avoiding the failure(s).

Provided that a way exists to pin packets into an overlay,

this family of IPFRR mechanisms does not require major mod-

ification to the IP control plane and data plane and hence is

readily deployable, although not in an incremental way. Also,

fault isolation may yield 100% failure case coverage, even

for multi-failures [218]. On the other hand, depending on the

network topology and link costs the number of backup topolo-

gies may be large (in the order of dozens), raising a substantial

management issue. This is especially troublesome when the

task is to protect against multiple failures [219]. Additionally,

pinning packets to the overlay may not be simple, as the IP

header space is a valuable yet scarce resource and using some

bits for tagging the backup overlay may interfere with other

uses of these bits (e.g., tagging in the ToS field clashes with

the use of the same field in DiffServ). Also, some non-standard

technique is needed by routers to inject packets into the correct

overlay (but see VRO below). Finally, finding the fewest pos-

sible backup overlays is usually a computationally intractable

problem, which calls for approximations that may deteriorate

efficiency.

Starting from FRoots [216], there are many realizations of

the basic general fault-isolation technique. Below, we survey

the most representative ones. The earliest proposal (following

FRoots) seems to be Resilient Routing Layers [174], where the

backup overlays are obtained by explicitly removing certain

links from the overlay topologies. If the overlays are such that

each link is isolated by at least one overlay, then full protection

against single-link failures can be attained. Multiple Routing

Configurations (MRC) and the related line of works [175],

[215], [217], [218] took another approach: instead of effec-

tively removing links from the overlays they reach isolation

by setting link costs separately in each overlay so that short-

est paths will avoid a certain set of links, effectively isolating

these failure cases. This method is easy to adopt for link-,

node-, and multiple-failure protection scenarios [218]. Perhaps

the most viable implementation avenue was outlined in [222]

(but see also [219], [223]): the use of multi-topology routing.

Multi-topology routing is a feature that is to become available

in IGPs [224] to maintain multiple independent overlay rout-

ing topologies on top of the default shortest paths, with each

topology using an independent set of link costs. One routing

topology is devoted to support IP forwarding under normal

networking conditions, and when a next-hop of some router

becomes unavailable it simply deviates all traffic that would

have been sent via that next-hope to another interface, over

an alternative routing topology. With a clever optimization of

the link costs per topology, full failure case protection against

link and node failures can be achieved [219], [222], [223]. The

Independent Directed Acyclic Graphs proposal [220] uses a set

of DAGs for similar purposes.

Most recently, Virtual Routing Overlays (VRO [177], [221])

solves two problems inherent in failure isolation, namely, the

lack of standards for injecting packets into overlays and for

pinning a packet into the an overlay until it reaches the des-

tination. VRO uses LFA and virtual routers for this purpose:

it provisions multiple virtual routers on top of each physical

router, each instance with its own set of local link costs, so

that whenever a packet encounters a failure it will automat-

ically fall back to a virtual router that is provisioned as an

LFA and will flow within the virtual overlay until it reaches

the destination. The authors in [221] are able to show that per

each physical router at most 4 virtual router instances in the

worst case, and at most 2 instances in the average case, suffice

to reach 100% failure case coverage.

Independent/redundant trees are a class of IPFRR methods

based on the fault isolation technique that restrict the backup

overlays to be trees [154]–[156], [207], [225]–[228].

The idea of searching for backups in the form of simple tree

topologies traces back to redundant trees, red-blue trees, and

ST-numberings [202], [207]. Consider the example of redun-

dant trees, for instance: here, [207] shows a polynomial time

algorithm to find a pair of mutually link-disjoint directed trees

towards any node (the “red” and the “blue” tree) and claims

that such pair of paths can be found in each 2-connected graph.

Adopting this idea to IPFRR is then straightforward: whenever

the primary next-hop is on the red tree and this next-hop fails

then we pin packets to the blue tree (and vice versa): the art is

then to implement this scheme given the limitations of the IP

data plane [201]. Independent trees, in contrast, are generally

undirected, serving as a backup to potentially multiple desti-

nation nodes [227], but in general they may be more difficult

to compute [229].

Tree topologies have the property that there is at most

one path between any pair of nodes in the tree. Searching

the backup overlay in the form of a tree therefore solves

several issues in one turn: it prunes the search space sig-

nificantly, yielding that in most cases the backup trees can

be found in polynomial time (recall, the general question

is usually NP-complete) and makes routing on top of the

overlay trivial. The price is, of course, an increased num-

ber of backup overlays needed to be provisioned: while

the number of general overlays grows very slowly with the

number of routers (close to logarithmically, at least by experi-

ence [215]), redundant trees are per-node and hence the num-

ber of overlays scales linearly with the number or routers in

general [154].

The pros are that independent trees are easy to calculate,

can be generalized for multiple failures, and forwarding along

the tree-shaped overlay is trivial. On the negative side, we

may still need to pin packets to the correct overlay some way,

which may cause compatibility issues. Furthermore, circular

dependencies between backup trees may make it difficult to

find the correct backup in case of multiple failures [202].

Thanks to the simplicity of this approach, there are many

versions, extensions, and even standards that use independent/

redundant trees for IPFRR [154], [155], [179], [200]–[202],

[225]–[228]. The underlying mathematical notions, revolving

around red-blue trees, ST-numberings, and independent trees,

and the conditions under which they exist, are generally well-

understood [179], [202], [229]. Proposals then differ based

on whether they use directed (redundant) trees or independent

(undirected) trees, and the different ways they implement the

resultant overlays.
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Fig. 21. Timeline of the selected documents and solutions related to
inter-domain network-layer fast recovery (entries marked in gray provide the
general context).

The earliest proposal to use redundant trees for IPFRR

is Lightweight Not-via [200], [201], whereby packets are

pinned into the proper (red or blue) overlay tree using not-

via addresses. After multiple modifications, this proposal, and

the related concept of maximally redundant trees for non-

2-connected topologies, reached RFC status and became the

MRT-FRR standard [154], [155], [225]. Recently, [179] pro-

poses various heuristics to cut down the length of the resultant

paths and [230] compares the performance of MRT-FRR to

that of not-via addresses. Similar ideas exist to reach the

same goals using undirected independent trees for handling

multi-failures [212], [226]–[228].

D. Summary

In this section, we reviewed the most important ideas, pro-

posals, and standards for providing fast network-layer failure

recovery in the intra-domain setting. We reviewed IPFRR,

the umbrella framework for fast local IP-layer protection, in

Section V-A. Then, we discussed the prevalent schemes in

this context, namely, the methods that reuse the IGP’s link

state database maintained and shortest-path routing for failure

recovery (Section V-B) and the schemes that revolve around

virtual overlay networks on top of the default forwarding

topology for this purpose (Section V-C).

In general, fast IP failure recovery in the intra-domain uni-

cast setting is a well-understood problem area, with several

well-established standards [32], [130], [150], [154], [155],

[169], [178], [190], [225], inter-operable implementations in

off-the-shelf routers [181]–[183], [231], operational experi-

ence [180], [203], and extensive research literature [173], [184]

available. Open problems remain, however: even after several

iterations it is still not entirely clear how to reliably avoid

intermittent micro-loops without slowing down re-convergence

[190] and provide the required quality of service even during

routing transients [152], [153].

Finally, we note that the vast address space that becomes

available with the deployment of IPv6 opens up completely

new possibilities for IP fast recovery. A prominent example

is the emerging segment-routing framework [197], a variant

of source routing where an explicit route can be encoded into

packets as a sequence of smaller path chunk called segments.

Apart from the new perspectives on network programming and

traffic engineering, the standardization of the IPv6 Segment

Routing Header [232] enables new fast-recovery schemes to

attain complete failure recovery on top of a pure IPv6 data

plane; see, e.g., [199].

VI. INTER-DOMAIN NETWORK-LAYER FAST RECOVERY

Realizing FRR in the inter-domain routing, i.e., across

network domains administered by independent entities, entails

solving an additional set of challenges compared to intra-

domain FRR. The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is today’s

de-facto inter-domain routing protocol that dictates how

network organizations, henceforth referred to as Autonomous

Systems (ASes), must exchange routing information in the

Internet to establish connectivity. Intuitively, since networks

do not have control and/or visibility into other network

domains, the proposed FRR techniques often achieve much

lower resiliency to failures than intra-domain mechanisms.

Moreover, inter-domain FRR often requires some sort of

coordination among network domains in order to guarantee

connectivity, which has been an obstacle for most of the

proposed schemes, preventing them from being standardized.

In this section, we discuss challenges around the problem of

realizing FRR in the wider Internet (i.e., in BGP) and we

describe different approaches proposed to tackle this problem.

We present a timeline with a selection of work on the topic in

Fig. 21, starting from the initial work in the early 2000s expos-

ing the problem of slow BGP convergence, and then covering

the sequence of work on improvements for the detection of

failures and fast restoration of connectivity in the Internet.

A. Background on BGP Route Computation

BGP is a per-destination policy-based path-vector routing

protocol. The owner of an IP prefix π configures its BGP

routers to announce a route destined to π to (a subset of)

its neighbors according to its routing policies. A BGP route

contains the destination IP prefix destination, the sequence

of traversed ASes (i.e., the AS_PATH) and some additional

information that is not relevant for this section. When an AS

receives a new BGP route, it extracts the destination IP pre-

fix destination π and checks whether the currently selected

route is worse than the new one based on its routing ranking

policies. In this case, it updates its new best route towards π

and announces it to (a subset of) its neighbors according to

its routing policies. In the case of link/node failure, reconver-

gence is triggered by the node adjacent to the failure, which

either selects an alternative best route towards the destination

or withdraws the existing route by informing its neighbors.

B. Challenges

Realizing Internet-wide FRR requires taking into consider-

ation three unique aspects of the inter-domain routing setting.

First, the Internet is not administered by a single organi-

zation, but it rather consists of thousands of independent
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Fig. 22. An illustration of SWIFT: the pre-failure state.

Fig. 23. An illustration of SWIFT: the post-failure state.

interconnected network organizations with possibly conflict-

ing goals. Second, BGP convergence is significantly slower

than intra-domain routing protocols (i.e., on the order of

minutes compared to hundreds of milliseconds/seconds for

intra-domain protocols) [233], [238]–[242]. Finally, Internet

routing protocols must guarantee connectivity towards hun-

dreds of thousands of destination IP prefixes. There are four

main consequences related to the design of FRR mechanisms

that we can draw from the above considerations. First, failures

of inter-domain links can lead to long and severe disruptions,

as the BGP control-plane may take minutes to reconverge.

FRR at the inter-domain level is therefore critical for restoring

Internet traffic. As the number of prefixes can be on the order

of tens of thousands, being able to update the forwarding tables

quickly is of paramount importance. For example, the reported

results of previous measurements indicate that it can take sev-

eral seconds to update tens of thousands of prefixes [238].

Second, one cannot assume that all ASes will deploy FRR

mechanisms. This makes clean-slate FRR approaches very dif-

ficult to realize in practice. Third, a network operator has no

visibility of the entire Internet network. Some ASes may end

up (mistakenly or on purpose) detouring their traffic away

from their announced BGP routes without communicating this

information to their BGP neighbors [243]. Fourth, BGP does

not carry any root-cause analysis information within its mes-

sages (i.e., no explicit link failure notification is available),

since all networks must jointly agree on the format of BGP

messages, making it hard to be modified. Fifth, inter-domain

routing messages are disseminated throughout a domain on

top of intra-domain routing protocols. Such an overlay makes

the prompt restoration of inter-domain connectivity even more

complex [237].

Given the above challenges, we first describe two critical

problems concerning the support for FRR on the Internet that

go beyond the computation of backup routes: detection of

possible remote failures and quick updates of the forwarding

planes. We then discuss a set of improvements to BGP that

would allow network operators to precompute backup Internet

BGP routes.

C. Detection of Local and Remote Failures

Detecting failures in the inter-domain routing entails solv-

ing different challenges than in intra-domain routing. First, to

implement FRR in BGP, beyond detecting local failures, an

AS needs to detect and localize remote Internet failures, as

i) downstream ASes may not perform any FRR and ii) BGP

is slow at recomputing a new route, thus leading to traffic

disruptions lasting even several minutes. Failures of adjacent

peering links between two ASes can be detected using tradi-

tional techniques (e.g., BFD [78]) and are not discussed here.

Detection of remote link failures can be performed both at the

control plane and at the data plane, and we discuss these two

different approaches in the following parts of this section.

Detection at the Control-Plane Level: At the control-plane

level, a variety of techniques to detect and localize network

failures using BGP data have been proposed. Some techniques

require coordination from a geographically-distributed set of

trusted vantage points, e.g., PoiRoot [234], [244], [245]. They

are typically general enough to detect a variety of anomalies,

including link failures and routing instabilities, and root-cause

analysis. On the other side of the design space, we have

techniques that do not require any coordination among ASes

and simply attempt to infer remote link failures from the

received bursts of BGP messages describing the route changes/

withdrawals at one single location. We discuss more in details

these types of detection mechanisms as the detection can be

performed locally at the specific node/network that reroutes

traffic.

We focus on the SWIFT system [238] and how it detects

remote failures on the Internet. SWIFT performs the root-cause

analysis on a sudden burst of BGP updates using a simple

intuition: it checks whether a certain peering link has sud-

denly disappeared from the AS_PATH of a certain number

of BGP announcement messages received close to each other.

Internally, SWIFT relies on a metric called Fit Score and infers

the failed link as the one maximizing its value. Consider the

example shown in Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 inspired by the original

paper, where we have seven AS nodes numbered from 1 to 7.

AS 3, AS 5, and AS 7 originate ten thousand distinct IP

prefixes each, marked in orange, green, and blue, respectively.

The converged state of BGP is shown in Fig. 22 (orange, green,

and blue arrows represent the BGP paths associated with the

corresponding IP prefixes). We assume that AS 2 does not

announce any green route towards AS 5 to its neighbor AS 3.

Let us now consider AS 1 which is sending traffic towards

AS 7 along path (1 3 5 7). When link (3, 5) fails (see the post-

convergence state in Fig. 23), AS 1 starts receiving a sequence

of at least twenty thousand updates for all the routes towards

AS 5 and AS 7 that traverse link (3, 5). AS 1 therefore infers

that one of the peering links from among (1, 3), (3, 5), and

(5, 7) must have failed. To determine which link is down,
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AS 1 waits a little bit to see which paths are initially being

modified by BGP. Since AS 1 does not see any path change

for the IP prefixes destined to AS 3, it quickly infers that link

(1, 3) remains fully operational. Moreover, since AS 1 will

soon receive a new route from AS 3 towards AS 7 via link

(5, 7), it infers that the failed link must be (3, 5).6 After iden-

tifying this link, SWIFT quickly reconfigures all the routes

traversing link (3, 5), so that they follow a backup route (see

the following subsection). We note that the inference algorithm

used in SWIFT is more sophisticated than the simplified ver-

sion that we have just presented here. In particular, for each

link l at time t, SWIFT computes the value of the Fit Score

metric which tracks i) the number of prefixes whose paths

traverse link l and have been withdrawn at time t, divided

by the total number of withdrawal messages received until t,

and ii) the number of prefixes whose paths traverse link l and

have been withdrawn at time t, divided by the total number of

prefixes whose paths included link l at time t. Based on the Fit

Score metric, SWIFT is able to infer the status of a remote link.

One definite advantage of fast-recovery mechanisms infer-

ring the status of the network from control-plane messages is

that they significantly speed up the recovery upon a failure. At

the same time, one of the main disadvantages is that tuning the

parameters of these mechanisms for each and every network

is often difficult. In particular, general and comprehensively-

validated guidelines are still missing. Moreover, deployment

of SWIFT-like mechanisms in independent network domains

may lead to severe transient forwarding loops due to the unco-

ordinated nature of SWIFT in situations when multiple failures

arise.7 Finally, control-plane approaches are inherently limited

by the slow reconvergence of BGP.

Detection at the Data-Plane Level: At the data-plane level,

detection of remote failures can be performed by i) monitor-

ing explicit application performance-related information (e.g.,

similarly to Google Espresso [246]), ii) sending active probes

(similarly to BFD) [245] to verify the route followed by

a packet and to check whether the route is valid, or iii) pas-

sively inspecting the transported traffic to detect if a subset of

the flows are retransmitting a non-negligible number of pack-

ets, as described in the Blink system [239]. In particular, Blink

uses properties of the TCP implementation/TCP stack which

retransmits a non-ACK’ed packet exactly after 200 ms.8

One advantage of data-plane approaches is the speed of

the failure detection process, as traffic travels order of magni-

tudes faster than control-plane messages. However, one clear

disadvantage is that identifying the location of a failure is

a much harder problem, which requires active probing (e.g.,

traceroutes) and cannot be inferred solely from data traffic.

D. Updating the Forwarding Tables

Single link failures between two ASes may affect hundreds

of thousand of destination IP prefixes. Updating the forwarding

6Note that the link failure inference algorithm implemented in SWIFT runs
on a per-BGP-session basis and it does not combine BGP updates received
from different sessions.

7Note that SWIFT has some guaranteed properties — see the original paper
for a detailed discussion [238].

8Common value used in most implementations on Linux systems.

plane to reroute all these prefixes is therefore a critical opera-

tion to achieve fast restoration. For example, assuming 100 µs

to update a forwarding entry [247], it takes roughly 10 seconds

to update a forwarding table containing 100 thousand prefixes.

Consider the example shown in Fig. 24a in which we depict

the forwarding table of a BGP router located in AS 1. The

router has installed forwarding rules for the ten thousand IP

prefixes originated by AS 3 (the first 10K prefixes), AS 5

(the second 10K prefixes), and AS 7 (the third 10K prefixes).

For the sake of simplicity, we denote BGP next hops using

AS identifiers, e.g., the BGP next hops of AS 1 are AS 2,

AS 3, or AS 4.

When a packet must be forwarded from AS 1, a lookup is

performed to extract the next hop towards which the packet

is forwarded. This data-plane design clearly has the benefit

of achieving low packet processing time (one lookup) and

low memory occupancy (one entry per prefix) and has long

been used as the reference data-plane architecture by the main

router vendors such as Cisco [248], [249] in the early 2000s.

Yet, this approach is problematic upon peering link failures/

flapping. When the link (1, 3) fails, the router must rewrite

the first, third, and fourth 10K thousand forwarding entries in

its table to steer traffic away from AS 3. We assume that traf-

fic destined to AS 3 will be rerouted through AS 4 while the

remaining traffic destined to AS 5 and AS 7 will be rerouted

through AS 2. Rewriting 30K entries is an operation that takes

non-negligible time and during which traffic will be dropped.

The update time in this case grows linearly in the number of

prefixes.

This problem is less severe in intra-domain routing where

the number of destinations is on the order of few hundred.9

Solutions to speed-up the update of the forwarding tables upon

a failure have been proposed and we divide them into those tar-

geting failures of adjacent (local) AS-to-AS links and remote

ones.

BGP-PIC [28], [247]: We now discuss a technique to speed

up data-plane updates due to an adjacent inter-domain link

failure. In the case of a local peering link failure, one can

associate in the data plane a Virtual Next Hop (VNH) with

each destination IP prefix, and the VNH with the actual BGP

next hop. This VNH simply acts as an indirection between

the IP destination and the real next hop. Two IP prefixes are

associated with the same VNH if and only if they share the

same primary and backup AS next hops. Intuitively, one can

update many prefixes associated with the same VNH by simply

updating the assignment of the VNH to the real AS next hop.

This technique has been presented in 2005 [247] and has been

incorporated in Cisco devices with the name BGP PIC [28]

years later.

We describe the BGP-PIC mechanism through an example.

Consider the example shown in Fig. 24b. For each prefix, the

control plane at AS 1 computes both the best and backup BGP

best routes (and BGP next hops). It then groups IP prefixes that

9Hierarchical intra-domain routing is a common solution to scale both the
routing computation and the time needed to update the forwarding state. In
contrast, the only hierarchical optimization in BGP is the aggregation of the IP
addresses to compute BGP routes and the usage of Longest-Prefix-Matching
techniques to forward packets at the data-plane level.
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Fig. 24. Fast data-plane convergence: (a) classical data-plane architecture and (b) the equivalent simplified BGP-PIC data-plane architecture. We indicate
updates of single forwarding entries with arrows depicted inside the field of the forwarding entry.

Fig. 25. Simplified SWIFT data-plane forwarding table at AS 1.

have the same forwarding primary and backup routes in Virtual

NextHops (VNHs). In our example, we have just two VNHs:

VNH1 which contains prefixes P1, . . . ,P10K whose primary

route is through AS 3 and backup route through AS 4,

VNH2 which contains prefixes P10K+1, . . . ,P30K whose pri-

mary route is through AS 3 and backup route through AS 2.

When a packet must be forwarded at AS 1, the first lookup

determines the VNH of the packet, while the second lookup

determines the actual BGP next hop.

The main benefit of this approach is that the time needed to

update the forwarding table upon the failure of link (1, 3) is

greatly reduced. In fact, as soon as AS 1 learns that link (1, 3)

is down, it simply updates the next-hop of VNH1 to AS 4 and

it updates the next-hop of VNH2 to AS 2: two single updates

of the forwarding table. In the worse case, in a large network

with N BGP border routers, this approach may require n − 1

data-plane updates, which may be performed in roughly 1 ms

when n = 100. One remaining problem with BGP-PIC is that

it only works for adjacent link failures and cannot be easily

generalized to remote link failures.

SWIFT [238]: In the case of a remote link failure, one can

generalize the above approach, i.e., create a different VNH for

each different AS_PATH. Upon identification of a failure, the

control plane can update the VNH mapping based on the com-

puted backup information and only update the VNH traversing

the failed link. The number of forwarding table modifica-

tions is linear in the number of VNH traversing the failed

links, possibly a large number. A different approach has been

presented in SWIFT, whose remote failure detection mecha-

nism has already been discussed in Section VI-C. We present

a simplified description below, focusing only on the essential

insights related to SWIFT.

The control plane associates a backup AS next hop with

each destination IP prefix and an inter-AS link traversed on the

way towards the destination. The alternative next hop can be

quickly activated upon detection of a remote link failure using

a carefully designed packet processing pipeline like the one

described in the SWIFT system [238] and summarized below.

We describe the SWIFT data-plane with an example. Fig. 25

shows the forwarding table based on the example from Fig. 22.

The SWIFT forwarding pipeline consists of two tables, T0 and

T1, arranged in a sequence. Table T0 maps each IP address to

a sequence of actions that fetch information about the traversed

ASes as well as the primary and backup links for the associated

IP address. In the example, we only protect against failures

of the (local) first AS link and the (remote) second AS link.

One can protect against a larger number of links by adding

more remote links. For each link, we store the backup AS

next hop. The first table attaches all the backup options to

the packet header. For instance, a packet destined to IP10K+1

will have AS 2 as a backup if link (1, 3) or link (3, 5) fails.

Table T1 is used to determine the correct next-hop AS by

verifying whether an entry exists in T1 that matches any of the

backup information attached to the packet. More specifically,

when a link fails, the control plane installs two entries in Table

T1, both matching the failed link and instructing the device

to forward the packet to the corresponding backup AS. For

instance, if link (3, 5) fails, the control plane will install two

rules that match all packets traversing link (3, 5) at either the

first or the second hop, so that the matching packets can be

forwarded towards the corresponding backup AS next hop.

The implementation of the action in Table T1 depends on the

expressiveness of the data plane. For instance, in OpenFlow,

one needs to add rules matching each possible backup next

hop to the forwarding action towards that backup next hop.

In P4, however, this action could be expressed in a simpler

way by extracting the backup next hop from the metadata and

finding the egress port based on this next hop.

One advantage of SWIFT is that it requires few updates to

the forwarding table to detour the forwarded traffic to a dif-

ferent next hop. More specifically, the number of updates to

the forwarding table is linear in the length of the longest path
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Fig. 26. R-BGP: AS 1 advertises a backup route to AS 3, offering to transit
its backup traffic to AS 5 through AS 2.

that a network operator wants to protect, e.g., two updates to

protect the first and second AS links for all the IP prefixes.

At the same time, updating the backup information may still

require a large number of updates (these updates do not affect

the forwarded traffic, though), thus increasing the overhead

on the operating system of the switch. Another limitation of

SWIFT is that it only provides a fast-reroute alternative for

single-link failures assuming there exists an already available

BGP route that is not traversing the failed link. Computing

BGP routes that are robust to any link failure is beyond the

scope of SWIFT and will be discussed in the next section.

E. Fast-Reroute Mechanisms

BGP is a per-destination routing protocol and, as such,

comes with limitations similar to IP FRR techniques discussed

in Section V. Specifically, for some network topologies, it is

impossible to find per-destination FRR mechanisms that are

robust to even single link failures. Consider the forwarding

state shown in Fig. 26 where the green solid arrows represent

the forwarding before link (3, 5) fails while the red dashed

arrows represent the forwarding at AS 1 and AS 3 after the

link has failed. Note that we assume AS 2 does not announce

any route towards AS 3. This means that, if the link between

AS 3 and AS 5 fails, AS 3 is left with no safe neighbor to

whom it could forward its traffic (a forwarding loop would be

created otherwise by forwarding traffic back to AS 1).

Inter-domain FRR mechanisms, such as Blink [239],

SWIFT [238], and Google Espresso [246], simply reroute

traffic along any of the available BGP routes. While these

mechanisms cannot guarantee robustness to even single link

failures, these approaches are legacy-compatible with BGP

and, at the same time, provide some minimal degree of robust-

ness. We now discuss the BGP-based FRR mechanism called

R-BGP [236] for handling single link failures over the Internet

without the need to wait for BGP reconvergence.

R-BGP is an enhancement of BGP that allows ASes to

compute backup paths between ASes in a distributed man-

ner. In R-BGP, ASes announce one additional backup route

towards their downstream neighbors, which, in turn, can use

this backup route in the event of a downstream failure. One

key idea of R-BGP is to limit the amount of extra messages

that are needed to be exchanged over BGP by leveraging the

unique properties of how BGP routes propagates through the

Internet according to customer-peer-provider relationships.

We describe R-BGP through an example. Consider the

example in Fig. 26. AS 1 now advertises a backup route

to AS 3, offering to transit its backup traffic through AS 2

for all the prefixes announced from AS 5. When link (3, 5)
fails, AS 3 simply sends all its traffic to AS 1, which in turn

detects from the fact that the traffic is received from an “out-

going” direction that the traffic should be forwarded along the

backup path. It therefore immediately sends traffic to AS 2.

The above mechanism, described in detail in the original

paper, guarantees connectivity for any single link/node failure

at the inter-domain level. The authors of the paper describe

a sequence of optimizations to reduce the amount of additional

information piggy-backed on BGP and how to handle spuri-

ous withdraw messages (see Section X for more information).

The authors also note that special care during the BGP recon-

vergence process must be taken into account by incorporating

information about the root-cause of a failure into BGP. The

main disadvantage of R-BGP is therefore that it requires mod-

ifications to the BGP protocol that must be adopted by a large

number of networks, a cumbersome operation in practice.

Finding ways to enhance R-BGP to handle multiple link fail-

ures and make it incrementally deployable are natural future

research questions that have remained open.

F. Summary

In this section, we reviewed the most prominent techniques

to deal with failures at the Internet level. We first discussed

the main differences in dealing with inter-domain fast reroute

compared to intra-domain: (1) the lack of control and visi-

bility into the entire Internet topology and (2) the large-scale

amount of destination IP prefixes to be handled. We therefore

discussed the main approaches to quickly detect failures at the

inter-domain levels by inferring such failures from both BGP-

based control-plane signals as well as TCP-based data-plane

ones [238], [239]. We then discussed techniques to quickly

update the forwarding plane when thousands of forwarding

rules have to be modified in response to a link failure. Such

techniques either rely on (1) what we referred as“indirection”

tables for mapping virtual identifiers to a specific forward-

ing actions [28], [247] or (2) labeling destination IP prefixes

with their explicit path and matching that path with the failed

link to compute the backup next-hop [238]. We concluded

the section by discussing the currently available yet simple

FRR mechanisms in BGP, i.e., reroute on any alternative exist-

ing path, as well as mechanisms that require modifications to

BGP but achieves guaranteed resiliency for every single link

failure [236].

Many open research problems still require to be addressed:

despite decades of academic and industrial efforts in improv-

ing the resiliency of BGP, the current status-quo is still quite

alarming. Substantial efforts must be targeted to the problem of

detecting failures at the inter-domain level as both Swift [238]

and Blink [239] suffer from false positives and false neg-

atives. Moreover, data-plane approaches such as Blink are

highly dependent on the specific configuration of RTO time-

outs, which makes it both inaccurate when different congestion

control mechanisms will be deployed, but also vulnerable to

malicious attacks. Finally, supporting backup paths in BGP
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Fig. 27. Illustration of OpenFlow group table: fast-failover (ff) group table
for s1.

seems to be a non-trivial challenge because of the inherent

needs to preserve legacy-compatibility, privacy, and the sheer

size of routing information currently exchanged on the Internet

to glue almost hundreds of thousands of networks and almost

one million IP prefixes.

VII. FAST RECOVERY IN PROGRAMMABLE NETWORKS

In this section, we discuss advanced fast-rerouting mech-

anisms as they are enabled by emerging programmable

networks. We first provide some motivations for leveraging

programmable network approaches with the goal of improving

network robustness. We then discuss the two main gener-

ations of programmable specifications, i.e., OpenFlow and

the most recent P4. Beyond discussing the existing body of

work, we show through a practical example how the addi-

tional programmability of the P4 language provides unparallel

opportunities for improving fast reroute mechanisms.

A. Motivation and Background

A simpler and faster failure handling was one of the rea-

sons behind Google’s move to Software-Defined Networks

(SDNs) [250]. In an SDN, the control over the network devices

(e.g., OpenFlow switches) is outsourced and consolidated to

a logically-centralized controller. This decoupling of the con-

trol plane from the data plane allows to evolve and innovate

the former one independently of the constraints and lifecycles

of the latter one.

However, it also introduces new challenges. If a link failure

occurs, it needs not only be detected but also communicated to

a controller which then reconfigures affected paths. This indi-

rection does not only introduce delays, but if based on in-band

signaling, the network elements and the controller may even

be disconnected due to the failure. For example, controller

reaction times on the order of 100 ms have been measured

in [251]: the restoration time also depends on the number of

flows to be restored, path lengths, traffic bursts in the control

network, and may take even longer for larger networks.

Failover in the data plane is hence an even more attrac-

tive alternative in the context of SDNs. Local fast-reroute

allows an SDN switch (or “point of local repair”) to locally

detect a failure and deviate affected traffic so that it eventu-

ally reaches its destination. In the following, we first discuss

solutions based on OpenFlow [18], the de-facto standard of

SDN. Subsequently, we discuss solutions for programmable

dataplanes, such as P4.

B. Recovery Concepts in OpenFlow

OpenFlow supports basic primitives to implement fast

failover functions. In particular, OpenFlow 1.1.0 provided

a fast-failover action which was not available before: it incor-

porates a fast failover mechanism based on so-called groups

allowing to define more complex operations on packets that

cannot be defined within a flow alone [252]. And in particular,

to predefine resilient and in-band failover routes which activate

upon a topological change. Before the introduction of such

FRR primitives, researchers relied on ad-hoc non-standardized

extensions to OpenFlow, e.g., flow priorities, timers, automatic

deletion of rules forwarding on failed interfaces, to implement

FRR primitives [253].

Fig. 27 illustrates the OpenFlow model and its FRR mecha-

nism: a controller (e.g., Floodlight) can populate the forward-

ing tables of the different switches from a logically centralized

perspective. To support fast-failover to alternative links with-

out control plane interaction, OpenFlow uses group tables:

the controller can pre-define groups of the type fast-failover

(FF in the figure, the group table of s1 is shown). a group

contains separate lists of actions, referred to as buckets. The

fast-failover group is used to detect and overcome port fail-

ures: each bucket has a watch port and/or watch group to

watch the status of the indicated port/group. The bucket will

not be used if the element is down. That is, a bucket in use

will not be changed unless the liveness of the currently used

bucket’s watch port/group is updated. In this case, the group

will quickly select the next bucket in the bucket list with

a watch port/group that is up. The failover time here hence

depends on the time to find a watch port/group that is up.

In principle, most of the FRR mechanisms discussed ear-

lier in this paper, e.g., for MPLS or IP networks, could be

ported to SDN. However, without additional considerations,

this approach could lead to an unnecessarily large number

of flow table entries or to suboptimal protection only [262].

The first is problematic, as the flow table size of OpenFlow

switches are often small so that only a few additional for-

warding entries can be accommodated for protection purposes.

The second is not acceptable for SDN, because unprotected

flows remain disconnected or FRR-caused loops persist until

the controller comes to rescue.

Several solutions based on OpenFlow have been proposed in

the literature so far, e.g., based on ideas from LFA [192], [264]

or MPLS [254], by encoding primary and backup paths in

the packet header [255], or by extending to OpenFlow’s fast

failover action based on additional state in the OpenFlow

pipeline: for example, SPIDER [260] leverages packet labels

to carry reroute and connectivity information. An alternative

OpenFlow switch design which relies on logical group ports

and which aims to support connectivity monitoring, has been

proposed by Kempf et al. [254] in the context of MPLS

networks. So far, however, the introduced logical group ports

remain unstandardized and are hence not part of shipped

OpenFlow switches.

A fundamental question regarding any fast-recovery mech-

anism concerns the achievable degree of resilience, and in

particular, whether it is always possible to find a route under
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Fig. 28. Timeline of the selected documents and fast-recovery solutions
related to programmable networks (entries marked in gray provide additional
context).

failures as long as the underlying network is physically

connected. For an OpenFlow network, and in a scenario

where packet headers can be used to carry information,

Borokhovich et al. [258] have studied this problem by relying

on “graph exploration” FRR mechanisms as explained more

in details in the following.

Graph-Exploration FRR: Borokhovich et al. [258] showed

that such a “perfect resilience” can indeed be implemented.

In this approach, the packet carries a counter for each switch,

allowing the packet to explore different paths during its traver-

sal through the network. The traversal of the graph can actually

be performed in a variety of ways including Depth-First Search

(DFS) and Breath-First Search (BFS). This is reminiscent

of the Failure-carrying Packets (FCP) [161] approach, used

for convergence-free routing (for a detailed discussion of this

technique, see Section VIII).

As a case study, we give a detailed example for a DFS

traversal. Consider the network shown in Fig. 29 with 5 nodes

a, b, c, d, and e, where node d is the destination node and

a is the sender of a packet. The DFS mechanism requires

to compute an ordering of all the ports at each switch as

shown in the top-left network of Fig. 29. The ordering is used

to drive the DFS exploration by trying each outgoing port

in the given order until the destination is reached. The first

port in the ordering is the default port that is used to send

packets in the absence of failures and the set of first ports

form a tree rooted at the destination node. The DFS approach

requires to store a non-negligible amount of information in the

Fig. 29. Depth-first search example.

packets header. Namely, each packet header contains the cur-

rently explored neighbor at a node (called cur) and the parent

(called par) from which a packet has been first received,

which are shown below each network in Fig. 29.

Initially, all the current and parent nodes are not initialized,

i.e., set to zero. When a node must send a packet, it follows the

port ordering starting from the cur index of that node. A node

always skips a port in the ordering if the port has failed or it

is the parent port. When a node has tried all the ports, it sends

the packet back to the parent node. This way of forwarding

packets is reminiscent of a DFS traversal, which first explores

the children nodes and only then it performs backtracking to

the parent node. In Fig. 29, node a initializes cur to 1, which

however maps to a failed port. It therefore increments cur by

1, i.e., it forwards the packet to the next port in the ordering,

which is node b (top-center network in the figure). When node

b receives the packet, it remembers that node a is the parent

by setting port 1 as the parent. It then increases cur from

0 to 1, which however is exactly the parent port so it skips

it. The next port leads to node c, which in turn sets node b

(port 2) as the parent port and forwards the packet on port 1

back to node a - a potential forwarding loop! When node a

receives the packet, it first sets node c (port 3) as the parent

node. It then retrieves from the packet header the last explored

port at node a, cur[’a’]=2, and increments it to 3, which

however is now leading to its parent node so it skips it. Node

a increments again by 1 in the circular ordering, which leads

again to the failed port. Node a therefore increments again

the current counter and forwards the packet again to node b

(bottom-center network in the figure). Node b retrieves from

the packet header the last explored port, cur[’b’]=2, and

increments it by 1 to 3. This port now leads to node e, which

can use its first port to reach the destination.

One disadvantage of the DFS technique (but also for the

other graph-exploration techniques) is the packet header over-

head, where the packet must remember the state of the

currently explored node and parent node for each node in

the network. We will see in the next subsection how more

programmable paradigms allow to dramatically reduce this

overhead without sacrificing the level of resilience achievable

by FRR techniques.
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We now conclude the OpenFlow subsection by briefly dis-

cussing some additional challenges in detecting failures and

devising languages for building robust network configurations

in OpenFlow. Van Adrichem et al. [259] argued that one of the

key limitations of achieving a high availability and fast failure

detection (below 50 ms) in OpenFlow implementations is that

these networks often rely on Ethernet, which in turn relies on

relatively infrequent heartbeats. A faster alternative is to use

BFD [78], in addition to combining primary and backup paths

configured by a central OpenFlow controller.

Another open challenge concerns the design of program-

ming languages for writing fault-tolerant network programs

for software-defined networks. The seminal proposal in this

context is FatTire [265], a language which is based a new pro-

gramming construct that allows developers to specify the set

of paths that packets may take through the network as well

as the degree of fault tolerance required. FatTire’s compiler

targets the OpenFlow fast-failover mechanism and facilitates

simple reasoning about network programs even in the presence

of failures.

C. Recovery Concepts in Programmable Data Planes

Lately, programmable data planes [257] emerged which

further enrich the capabilities of networks by allowing to

deploy customized packet processing algorithms. While sev-

eral interesting use cases are currently discussed, e.g., related

to monitoring or traffic load-balancing, still little is known

today about how to implement FRR mechanisms in such

systems. In particular, the P4 programming language [257],

one of the emerging languages for programming the data plane

forwarding behaviour, does not provide built-in support for

FRR.

Data-Driven Connectivity (DDC): A seminal approach,

ahead of its time, is DDC (for Data-Driven Connectivity) by

Liu et al. [16], which is motivated by the desire to move the

responsibility for connectivity to the data plane. DDC achieve

perfect resilience, i.e., packets are forwarded to the correct

destination as long as a path exists, similarly to the graph

exploration mechanism described for OpenFlow forwarding.

It however requires minimal amount of memory to be utilized

on the switches. This memory however has to be transactional

at the per-packet level, i.e., when a packet modifies the con-

tent of the memory, the subsequent packet already sees the

modification. Transactional memories are today deployed on

high-speed programmable switches such as Tofino [266].

At a high level, DDC is influenced by the well-known link-

reversal algorithm introduced by Gafni and Bertsekas [267],

and aims at building a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for

each destination. When failures occur, the DAG is recom-

puted using information gathered from the data-plane packets.

DDC hence leaves the network functions that require global

knowledge (such as optimizing routes, detecting disconnec-

tions, and distributing load) to be handled by the control plane,

and moves connectivity maintenance, which has simple yet

crucial semantics, to the data plane.

Concretely, forwarding-connectivity is maintained via sim-

ple changes in forwarding state predicated only on the destina-

tion address and incoming port of an arriving packet, i.e., DDC

Fig. 30. DDC example.

is a dynamic FRR mechanism that needs to modify the for-

warding function at the speed of the data-plane. The required

state and its corresponding modifications are simple enough to

be amenable to data-plane implementations with revised hard-

ware. To implement its service, a DDC node stores three bits

of information for each destination and update these based on

the incoming packets towards that destination.

We give an example of the DDC link-reversal algorithm in

Fig. 30. We consider the same network used for the graph-

exploration FRR technique explained in Fig. 29 consisting

of five nodes. We highlight with blue arrows the directed

acyclic routing graph towards the top-left destination node d.

When the link connecting the bottom-left node a to the des-

tination fails, DDC triggers the link-reversal algorithm: if all

the link directions are incoming, the direction of all the links

are reversed and a packet is sent on any of these outgoing

links. The bottom left node adjancent to the failure is the first

node to reverse its link directions and forward the packet to

its neighbor b. Consequently, now b has all its links in the

“incoming” direction. It therefore reverses their directions and

forwards the packet to node c. Node c also has all its links in

the incoming direction so it reverses the link directions and

forwards the packet back to node a - a potential loop. Node a

reverses again all its incoming links and chooses b to forward

its packet. Node b now does not have to reverse its links since

the link towards node e is already in the outgoing direction.

This breaks the potential forwarding loop as the packet is now

forwarded to node e and consequently to its destination d. At

this point, a new directed acyclic graph spanning all the nodes

have been recomputed.

Compared to graph-exploration approaches, DDC achieves

identical levels of resiliency, i.e., guaranteed connectivity for

any number of failures as long as a physical path exists,

but does not incur the exorbitant packet overheads of graph-

exploration techniques. DDC only requires to store at each

node, for each destination and each port, the current direction

of the link plus (1 bit) plus two additional auxiliary bits that

are used to synchronize the direction of the link between two

nodes in case of multiple link reversal operations.

DDC also describes how to implement some optimizations

on the number of reversed links during the reconvergence pro-

cess so as to speed up reconvergence. In the absence of failures

& congestion and assuming an immediate detection of the
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failure, none of the packets towards a destination get dropped

as long as a physical path exists.

Another approach to design recovery mechanisms in pro-

grammable data planes, is to draw from the insights on link

layer mechanisms such as AXE [104], [107] (see the related

discussion in Section III) which was designed to improve the

performance of recovery in Ethernet-based networks. AXE

takes a similar approach to DDC by moving the responsibility

of maintaining connectivity at the data-plane level.

Programmable data planes can also be used to imple-

ment fast-recovery concepts proposed in the context of SDN,

but requiring additional features currently not available on

OpenFlow switch hardware. For example, Plinko [256], [261]

requires testing the status of a port in a TCAM match rule,

and assuming this feature, achieve a “perfect resiliency”: the

only reason packets of any flow in a Plinko network will be

dropped are congestion, packet corruption, and a partition-

ing of the network topology. Plinko takes a simple exhaustive

approach: in the case of a failure, the switch local to the fail-

ure replaces the old route of a packet with a backup route,

effectively bouncing the packet around in the network until

it either reaches the destination or is dropped because no

path exists. When implemented naively, this approach does

not scale; however, Plinko can compress multiple forwarding

rules into a single TCAM entry, which renders the approach

more efficient, allowing Plinko to scale up to ten thousand

hosts.

As first recovery concepts for programmable data planes

are emerging, researchers also started investigating general

primitives to support an efficient recovery. For example,

Chiesa et al. [263], [268] suggested an FRR primitive which

requires just one lookup in a TCAM, and hence outper-

forms naive implementations as it avoids packet recirculation.

This can improve latency and throughput, and, if deployed

as a “primitive”, can be used together with many existing

FRR mechanisms (which is also demonstrated, e.g., for [269]),

allowing them to benefit from avoiding packet recirculation.

D. Summary and Discussion

This section provided an overview of the fast-recovery

mechanisms provided by programmable networks, and in par-

ticular, in OpenFlow and programmable data planes. We have

discussed the basic principles underlying these mechanisms,

such as group tables, and how the traditional fast failover

approaches discussed in the earlier sections can be imple-

mented as well in programmable networks, also pointing out

limitations. For example, without additional considerations,

a direct implementation of the approaches known from MPLS

or IP networks may result in a large number of flow table

entries and a suboptimal protection in SDNs; at the same time,

programmable data planes enable unprecedented opportuni-

ties for more efficient recovery mechanisms, also in terms of

latency and throughput.

Fast recovery in programmable networks is the most recent

application domain considered in this tutorial, and potentially

the most powerful one, given the flexibilities provided in pro-

grammable networks. It is hence also likely the domain which

still poses the most open research questions. In particular,

we only have a very limited understanding of the algorithmic

problems underlying the implementation of a highly resilient

and efficient failover in programmable networks, e.g., how

many failures can be tolerated and how short the resulting

failover rules can be kept, e.g., depending on whether and

how packet headers can be changed. These algorithmic prob-

lems are further complicated by the specific technology and

data structures that are used to implement recovery in pro-

grammable networks, e.g., related to recirculation overheads.

Another important issue concerns the development of intuitive

high-level concepts for the network programming language

itself.

VIII. TECHNOLOGY-AGNOSTIC

FAST-RECOVERY METHODS

There exists a number of interesting FRR mechanisms

which do not exactly fit any of the specific layers and

technologies discussed above.

A. Motivation and Background

In this section, we introduce the reader to some selected

solutions which are based on fundamental techniques one

should be familiar with. These solutions have sometimes been

proposed in specific contexts and layers discussed above, but

require non-trivial additional features, which motivates us to

study them here. Some of the recovery concepts discussed

below are also fundamental and proposed independently from

a specific technology. We believe that these concepts are hence

also particularly interesting when planning the next generation

of reliable communication technologies, providing additional

features for fast recovery.

B. General Recovery Concepts

1) Rerouting Along Arborescences: In order to achieve

a very high degree of resilience, several previous works [163]–

[165], [228] introduced an algorithmic approach based on

the idea of covering the network with arc-disjoint directed

arborescences rooted at the destination. Network decomposi-

tions into arc-disjoint arborescences can be computed in poly-

nomial time, and enable a simple forwarding scheme: when

encountering a link failure along one arborescence, a packet

can simply follow an alternative arborescence. This approach

comes in different flavors, such as deterministic [165] and

randomized [164], or without [164] and with [165] packet

header rewriting. In general, the approach requires input port

matching to distinguish on which arborescence a packet is

being routed. This however is practical, since many routers

maintain a routing table at each line card of the interface for

look-up efficiency. In the most simple case, a network can

be decomposed into arc-disjoint Hamilton cycles. For exam-

ple, Fig. 31 shows an example for the case of 2-dimensional

torus graphs. In this case, the solution is known to achieve the

maximum robustness: a network of degree k can tolerate up

to k − 1 failures, without losing connectivity. A more gen-

eral example is given in Fig. 32: here, arborescences rooted at
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Fig. 31. Decomposition of a 2-dimensional torus into arc-disjoint Hamilton
cycles.

Fig. 32. Decomposition of a general graph into arc-disjoint arborescences.

the destination can be of higher degree. While such decom-

positions always exist, the challenge introduced in the general

setting regards the order in which alternative arborescences

are tried during failover. Interestingly, today, it is still an open

question whether the maximum robustness can be achieved

in the general case as well. However, Chiesa et al. showed

in [163] that generally, the approach can tolerate at least half

of the maximally possible link failures. They also showed

that a resilience to k − 1 link failures can be tolerated using

3 bits in the packets header or creating r − 1 < k copies

of a packet, where r is the number of failed links hit by

a packet. While these arborescence-based approaches provide

a high resilience, one disadvantage of the approach is that it

can lead to long failover paths (consider again the torus exam-

ple in Fig. 31), introducing latency and load. The latter has

been addressed in a line of work by Pignolet et al. [270], [271],

e.g., relying on combinatorial designs or postprocessing of the

arborescences [212], [272], [273].

2) Techniques Beyond Arborescences: The use of spanning

trees, directed acyclic graphs, or arborescences for resilient

routing, may come with the limitation that they only select

Fig. 33. Timeline of the selected documents and solutions related to
technology-agnostic fast-recovery methods.

links from such subgraphs. An interesting more general

approach is Keep Forwarding (KF ) [162]. KF is based on

a “Partial Structural Network (PSN)”: the idea is to utilize all

links and only determine link directions for a subset of links to

improve resilience (somehow similar to DDC [16] which we

discussed in Section VII-C). As such, KF can handle multiple

failures with only small path stretch, and does not require

packet labeling or state recording. To achieve these proper-

ties, KF needs to be “input-port aware”: forwarding depends

not only on the destination but also on the input port. The

authors also derive a Graph Imperfectness Theorem, showing

that for an arbitrary graph if any component of it is “imper-

fect”, there will be no static rule-based routing guaranteeing

the “perfect” resilience, even if the graph remains connected

after failures. Nevertheless, the authors show in experiments

that KF provides a high resilience.

A higher resilience can be achieved by methods which

exploit header rewriting, such as Failure-Carrying Packets

(FCP) [161]: in FCP, packets can autonomously discover

a working path without requiring completely up-to-date state

in routers. FCP takes advantage of the fact that typically

a network topology does not undergo arbitrary changes, but

there is a well-defined set of “potential links” that does not

change very often: while the set of the potential links that

are actually functioning at any particular time can fluctu-

ate, e.g., depending on link failures and repairs, the set of

potential links is governed by much slower processes (i.e.,

decommissioning a link, installing a link, negotiating a peer-

ing relationship). Thus, one can use fairly standard techniques

to give all routers a consistent view of the potential set of

links, which is called the Network Map. Motivated by this

observation, FCP adopts a link-state approach in that every

router has a consistent network map. Since all routers have

the same network map, packets only need to carry information

about which of these links have failed at the current instant.

This “failure-carrying packets approach” ensures that when

a packet arrives at a router, that router knows about any rel-

evant failures on the packet’s previous path, and can hence

determine the shortest remaining path to the destination (which

may also be precomputed in the data plane). This eliminates

the need for the routing protocol to immediately propagate fail-

ure information to all routers, yet allows packets to be routed

around failed links in a consistent loop-free manner. There
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Fig. 34. Classification of the presented fast-recovery mechanisms with respect to the match-action operations performed in the data plane.

is also a Source-Routing FCP variant that provides similar

properties even if the network maps are inconsistent, at the

expense of additional overhead in packet headers. More con-

cretely, in the source-routing variant, like in the basic FCP,

a node adds the failed link to the packet header, but replaces

the source route in the header with a newly computed route,

if any exists, to the destination.

There exist several additional interesting technology-

agnostic approaches. To just give one more example: An

elegant solution to provide a certain degree of resilience is

described in the O2 (“out-degree 2”) paper [160]: in order to

reduce the outage time compared to traditional IP networks,

O2 provides each node with at least two disjoint next hops

towards any given destination, allowing each node to locally

and quickly re-distribute the traffic to the remaining next

hop(s) if a route fails. The resulting paths are loop-free

but may increase link loads slightly, due to increased path

lengths.

3) Topological Support for Fast Recovery: Fast rerouting

can also be supported at the network topology level, which

introduces an interesting additional dimension to the fast-

recovery space. Likely, a more redundant topology can tolerate

more link failures; however, while this is obvious for cen-

tralized routing algorithms, it is not necessarily clear how

to exploit redundancy in local fast rerouting algorithms. An

interesting approach in this context is F10 [269]: a novel

network topology reminiscent of traditional fat trees, with

better fault recovery properties. In particular, by a clever

re-wiring, F10 topologies support the design of failover

protocols which can reestablish connectivity and load balanc-

ing more generally and quickly.

C. Summary and Discussion

We discussed several fast-recovery methods which are inde-

pendent of technologies, from failure-carrying packets over

arborescence-based approaches (which do not require packet

header modifications), to the design of alternative topologies

which explicitly account for the fast failover performance.

There are several interesting open research issues. In par-

ticular, the question of how much information needs to

be carried in packets to achieve certain resilience guaran-

tees remains an open problem. For example, it is not clear

whether the capability of input port matching is sufficient to

guarantee connectivity in a k-connected graph under up to

k − 1 failures, using arborescence-based approaches or in gen-

eral. Another interesting open problem regards the design of

network topologies for efficient fast rerouting beyond fat-trees.

IX. CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY

Given our understanding of the various recovery concepts

which are used by the different technologies and which are

often reoccurring on the different layers, we now take a step

back and identify and classify the principles underlying the

specific approaches discussed above.

A most simple form of fast recovery that we have already

encountered multiple times is based on static failover routing:
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the forwarding behavior is statically pre-defined, e.g., using

conditional per-node failover rules which only apply in case

of failures, and cannot be changed during the failover. For

example, it is not possible to implement link reversal algo-

rithms (e.g., [267]), as they require dynamic routing at the

nodes.

Considering that a variety of parameters may influence the

decision about the preferred alternative output interface,

fast-recovery mechanisms can come in different flavors (see

the overall classification shown in Fig. 34), for example:

• Beyond Destination Address Matching: Can forwarding

depend on packet header fields other than the destination

address? Solutions based solely on the destination address

such as [164] are attractive, as they may require less for-

warding rules. More general solutions which, e.g., also

depend on the source address [270] as well as the source

and destination port numbers used by transport-layer pro-

tocols [125], [239], may enable a more fine-grained traffic

engineering scheme and thus reduce network load during

the failover.

• With or Without Input Network Interface Matching: Can

the forwarding action to be applied to a packet depend

on the incoming link on which it arrived? Input interface

matching can improve the resilience and quality of

fast rerouting (in particular, by detecting and avoid-

ing forwarding loops) [163], [212], but may render the

forwarding logic more complex.

• Stack-Label Matching: Can messages be forwarded

based on the label currently occupying the top position

in a stack embedded in the message header? Stack-

label matching enables flexible forwarding along pre-

established paths in the network, without performing

additional routing table lookups based on the values of

the primary fields describing the source and the destina-

tion of the message [26], [116], [117]. Subsequent detours

may be initiated simply by pushing a different label on

the stack when necessary. At the same time, stack-label

matching requires that the involved devices support the

related extensions as well as a label distribution protocol

maintaining consistency of the mapping between labels

and the corresponding paths.

• VLAN identifier matching: Can the forwarding decision

depend on the VLAN identifier stored in the message

header? Unless the limited range of allowed values

is likely to become an issue in specific deployments

(especially those involving legacy network devices),

VLAN identifiers might be used for fast-recovery pur-

poses as a convenient signaling channel leveraging the

widely-supported network standard. Whenever a failure is

encountered, the local Ethernet switch would typically set

the VLAN identifier to a different value associated with

one of the alternative spanning trees and then it would

forward the message along the selected tree. Downstream

switches would forward the message along the same tree

until the destination is reached, or until another failed link

is detected on the intended path towards the destination.

Note that this method may not be used together with the

typical VLAN functionality, as it would allow messages

assigned to one VLAN to leak into a different VLAN,

bypassing the security policy defined on routers.

• Register/Ad-hoc Field Matching: Can programmable

network devices make forwarding decisions based on

additional sources of information, for example, values

stored in hardware registers or in ad-hoc fields associated

with the processed packets? Considering an increasing

range of potential applications involving programmable

network devices as well as substantial efforts supporting

the development of future self-driving networks, forward-

ing decisions may also be influenced by external factors

represented by the current values of internal registers

and ad-hoc fields. Consequently, the flexibility offered

by the underlying systems may lead to a better integra-

tion with specific environments and to the development

of unique fast-recovery solutions. The related advantage

is that custom-designed packet processing pipelines may

be evaluated and deployed much faster and potentially at

a lower cost, compared to the equivalent proprietary off-

the-shelf solutions. At the same time, new designs will

remain constrained by the limitations of programmable

devices and by increasing performance requirements.

A good example illustrating the trade-off between the

resource utilization and performance (in terms of latency

and throughput) has been presented in [268].

Based on the specific subset of parameters which are used

by an algorithm to determine the preferred alternative output

network interface, the corresponding actions may also be trig-

gered if necessary, both in the context of packets as well as

the entire forwarding pipelines maintained by network devices

(see the corresponding branch in Fig. 34), for example:

• Packet-Header Rewriting: Can nodes rewrite packet head-

ers depending on failed links, e.g., to store information

about the failures encountered by a packet along its route?

Packet-header rewriting is known to simplify the design

of highly resilient fast-recovery algorithms [165], [258].

A well-known example are fast-reroute mechanisms

based on failure-carrying packets [161]. Rewriting may

also be performed on other objects, such as the internal

registers used by programmable devices.

• Action Rewriting: Can nodes rewrite the intended action

assigned to subsequent matching messages, based on the

detected signs of failure? To reduce the negative conse-

quences (such as forwarding loops) further, or to optimize

the resource utilization in the network, programmable

devices may change the preferred action performed on

the matching messages. However, an important related

concern is preserving network stability following the

failure.

Existing mechanisms also differ in terms of their objectives,

such as:

• Connectivity: The most basic and most studied objec-

tive is to preserve connectivity. Ideally, a fast-

recovery mechanism should always find a route to

the destination, as long as the network remains

physically connected. Especially the design of mech-

anisms without header rewriting has received much

attention [20], [164], [165], [228], [256], [274], [275].
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Fig. 35. Classification of the presented fast-recovery mechanisms with respect to their operation mode.

Fig. 36. Classification of the presented fast-recovery mechanisms with respect to the implementation- and operation-related overheads.

• Load: Another important objective is to avoid

network congestion during and after failover, see,

e.g., [270], [276].

Additionally, they may also differ in terms of their opera-

tion mode, defined here as either distributed or centralized

operation (see Fig. 35).

• Distributed Operation: The majority of the solu-

tions discussed in this paper have been designed to

operate in a distributed fashion. The key advantage

of this approach is that network devices can col-

lect the necessary information, develop their internal

state, and prepare for future failures without relying

on the other devices in the network. At the same

time, the recovery decisions may not always be optimal

in the case of multiple failed elements, as the involved

devices do not coordinate their response with each

other.

• Centralized Operation: Centralized fast-recovery

approaches are still expected to be able to make

local decisions without significant delay. However, in

this scenario, forwarding devices usually depend on

a central unit with respect to other key tasks, such as

precomputation of the preferred (if necessary, optimal)

network-wide recovery strategy taking into account addi-

tional performance-critical factors (e.g., network load).

As the centralized unit may need to collect the necessary

information from the entire network or domain, process

it, and then update the fast-recovery rules on forwarding

devices, it may quickly become the bottleneck. Further,

as the centralized unit and its connections may also fail

or be subject to targeted attacks, the capability of the

network to respond effectively to subsequent failures

might become severely limited in such cases, unless

additional measures are deployed to counteract this

issue.

Deployment of fast-recovery solutions is always associated

with implementation- and operation-related overheads (see

Fig. 36), for example.
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Fig. 37. Classification of the presented fast-recovery mechanisms with respect to the maximum number of failures they were designed to deal with. Note that
under some specific circumstances, fast-recovery mechanisms designed to handle single failures might still be able to deal with multiple failures effectively
(for example, when the failed components are located in different regions of a well-connected network).

• Precomputations: The internal knowledge of the preferred

recovery actions often results from precomputations

which may be performed either locally or by an exter-

nal unit (in the case of the centralized operation mode).

It needs to be emphasized that this process is initiated

during the normal network operation period and in most

cases should have completed by the time of the next

failure event. Consequently, at the time of failure, the

involved forwarding devices can redirect messages almost

instantly. The related cost depends on the algorithmic

complexity of the design, ranging from polynomial-time

solutions to NP-hard problems.

• Memory Requirements: To be able to perform the

failover within milliseconds, forwarding devices need

to develop and maintain internal state information that

will define the preferred alternative network interfaces

in different failure scenarios. In the context of mod-

ern programmable switches relying on expensive Ternary

Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) modules that are

able to perform wildcard matches, it is desired that only

the minimum required amount of information be stored

in such memory modules to preserve space. Depending

on how particular fast-recovery solutions have been

designed, the memory-related overhead may either be

constant or be bound to some parameters of the network

such as number of destination prefixes.

• Signaling: Some fast-recovery designs rely on addi-

tional signaling to carry important information between

the involved nodes. In particular, the selected bits of

a message header may be used to indicate the preferred

path in the network between the source and destina-

tion nodes. Alternatively, if the expected modifications of

the message header would disrupt the operation of other

network protocols and mechanisms such as VLANs, dedi-

cated control messages may be exchanged by forwarding

devices rather than a common protocol. Depending on

the specific method in use, the related cost may result

from the data overhead or from the additional operation

limitations.

• Incurred Path Stretch: Many existing fast-recovery solu-

tions cannot deal with simultaneous failures of multiple

network elements effectively. Even those having such

a capability may still be unable to forward messages

around the failed components along the shortest possible

paths. Consequently, they may not provide any guarantees

regarding the observed path length (or stretch). However,

the recent advancements in static fast-recovery mecha-

nisms relying on modified arborescence-based network

decompositions provide one of the possible solutions to

this issue [212], [272].

Finally, the effectiveness of existing fast-recovery mecha-

nisms in terms of the maximum offered resilience capabilities

is also diverse (see Fig. 37).

• Single Failures: Early fast-recovery solutions, especially

those operating in the link layer, have been designed to

respond to single link or node failures. On one hand,

simultaneous failures of two or more network elements

are less likely to happen than a failure of a single com-

ponent [139], which means that being able to restore

connectivity just in the case of single failures already

covers the most frequent scenario. At the same time,

in large networks involving numerous different devices

and subsystems undergoing regular maintenance activi-

ties, such events are not uncommon and single-failure-

recovery strategies may not always be successful, leading

to increased packet losses, disruptive delay, and even

persistent or transient forwarding loops. Indeed, accord-

ing to [139], scheduled maintenance activities alone may

have caused 20% of all observed failures in an operational

IP backbone network, while almost 30% of all unplanned

failures affected multiple links at a time. In this context, it

needs to be emphasized that both the resilience require-

ments as well as the overall complexity of networked

systems have been constantly increasing over time.
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• Double Link Failures: To extend the fast-recovery

capabilities of computer and communication networks

beyond the single-failure scenario, improved designs

were developed that were able to deal with double link

failures. Considering the evolution of fast-recovery strate-

gies, this was an intermediate step towards more gen-

eral strategies handling simultaneous failures of multiple

network components.

• Multiple Link Failures: Dealing with multiple link fail-

ures effectively depends not only on the design of

a recovery mechanism, but also on the physical network

topology. One of the key related parameters coming from

graph theory is the edge connectivity of the network

topology, further referred to as k. In particular, if up to

k − 1 links in a given k-connected network suddenly

become unavailable, the remaining links can still be used

to reach any destination in the network.10 An example

group of the related recent solutions is focused on static

fast-reroute mechanisms. The underlying algorithmic

techniques include.

– Arborescence-Based Network Decompositions: By

decomposing the network into a set of arc-disjoint

arborescences which are rooted at the destina-

tion [163], [164] (such a decomposition can be

computed in polynomial time), a high degree of

resilience can be achieved: when encountering a link

failure along one arborescence, a packet can simply

follow an alternative arborescence.

– Combinatorial Block Designs: Pignolet et al. [270],

[276] observed and exploited a connection of fast

rerouting problems to combinatorial block designs:

static resilient routing boils down a subfield in

distributed computing which does not allow for

communication.

Ideally, a static fast rerouting algorithm ensures con-

nectivity whenever the underlying physical network is

connected. Feigenbaum et al. [20] showed that without

packet header rewriting, such an ideal static resilience

cannot be achieved. A weaker notion of resilience was

introduced by Chiesa et al. [163], [164]: the authors

showed that there exist randomized static rerouting algo-

rithms which tolerate k − 1 link failures if the underlying

network is k-edge connected, even without header rewrit-

ing. At the same time, a fundamental open problem is

whether for any k-connected graph, one can find deter-

ministic failover routing functions that are robust to any

k − 1 failures.

X. DISCUSSION

While our main focus is on data plane fast-recovery mech-

anisms, we point out that additional challenges may arise

from the interaction between the control plane and the data

plane during recovery. In particular, data plane mechanisms

are often seen as a “first line of defense”: a way to react

10Note that this condition is only related to graph connectivity, while in real
networked environments, several additional factors need to be considered as
well, such as traffic characteristics, the load of particular network components,
and the relevant traffic engineering policies.

quickly, but possibly suboptimally, to failures. For instance,

a fast-recovery path may allow to bypass a failed network

component instantaneously but, by directing additional traf-

fic to links that in normal circumstances would not have to

cope with that traffic, it may cause unexpected congestion

and packet loss. Further service disruptions may occur due

routing transients, like short-lived forwarding loops (so called

microloops) and routing blackholes, caused by the inconsistent

timing of updating the data-plane configuration at different

routers. Worse yet, such phenomena may spread to remote

parts of the network, harming flows that would not have been

affected by the failure otherwise.

Routing transients lead to minor performance degradation

as long as they are short-lived, lasting not much longer than

the full restoration completion time (recall the recovery pro-

cedure timeline in Fig. 7, Section II) and disappearing before

the network would enter the normalization phase. Typical

examples are a router reboot event due to a software bug or

a flapping interface going through an up-down-up cycle; these

events usually last only a couple of milliseconds or seconds

at the worst. If the failure proves long-lived so that the nor-

malization phase is initiated (recall again Fig. 7, Section II),

then in the second stage the control plane must reconverge to

a new static route allocation that is optimized for the changed

network configuration, with the failed component permanently

removed from the topology. Finally, another transient phase

takes place after the normalization process terminates and the

failed component comes back online.

In order to avoid performance degradation during routing

transients, there is a need to carefully orchestrate the way the

control plane interacts with the data plane, as we discuss next.

First, in Section X-A we sketch several schemes from the liter-

ature to schedule dataplane updates across a network domain

to avoid routing transients. Then, in Section X-B we survey

proposals for traffic-engineering the recovery paths in order to

eliminate transient congestion.

A. Reconvergence and Transient Loops

Different approaches in the literature deal with the

interaction between data-plane fast reroute and the control-

plane reconvergence process in different ways. We discuss

some examples in the context of intra-domain and inter-

domain routing, and programmable networks.

It is perhaps the context of shortest-path-based distributed

intra-domain routing where routing transients manifest their

adverse effect most visibly. This is on the one hand due to the

inherent distributed nature of IGPs, where there is minimal

or no central oversight on when and how data-plane updates

are performed, and on the other hand because of the funda-

mental properties of shortest-path routing that allow for two

routers, e.g., one aware of a failure and another one that is not,

to appoint each other as the next-hop towards a particular IP

destination prefix (leading to a microloop) or failing to syn-

chronize at a consistent forwarding path (leading to a transient

or permanent blackhole).

For an in-depth covering on the timing aspects of link-state

IGP reconvergence after a network topology change, the reader
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is referred to [15]. The paper also proposes the use of incre-

mental SPF algorithms and FIB updates to make the process

faster. Note that the IGP convergence time can be improved

even further by careful tuning, as long as it does not affect the

stability of the network considerably [15], [277].

As it turns out, IGP tuning alone is not sufficient to

completely eliminate all IGP routing transients. A corner-

stone contribution to reach this end is made in [278]. The

paper proposes a mechanism to control OSPF administrative

link weights for adding links to, or removing links from,

the network, by progressively changing the shortest-path link

weight metric on certain “key” links, ensuring that in each step

the topology change occurs in a loop-free manner. Note that

this mechanism needs a central entity to plan and drive the

process; hence, it is best used for a non-urgent (management

action) link or node shutdowns and metric changes.

The Ordered FIB update (oFIB) proposal, reaching the

Informational RFC status in 2013, brings this work fur-

ther [279]. The idea is to sequence the FIB updates by each

router computing a rank that defines the time at which it can

safely update its FIB. This approach can be used to adminis-

tratively add or remove links (similarly to [278]), when there

is sufficient time to pace out FIB updates, but it is also useful

in conjunction with a fast-reroute mechanism when a link or

node failure persists and the task is to re-converge the transient

routes created by FRR to the static IGP shortest-path routes.

Due to the specifics of BGP, inter-domain fast IP recov-

ery requires different techniques. During BGP reconvergence,

BGP withdrawals may be sent from any AS adjacent to a link

failure to all its neighbors. These neighbors may, in response

to these withdrawals, stop forwarding traffic via said ASes

and, consequently, drop traffic. This is undesirable especially

in the case when there still exists a fast-recovery path that

does not traverse the failed link. R-BGP, an FRR extension to

BGP, uses two simple ideas to avoid this [236]. First, a node

withdraws a route to a neighboring AS only when it is sure it

will not offer it a “valley-free” route in the post-convergence

state. Second, an AS keeps forwarding traffic on a withdrawn

route until it either receives a new BGP route that does not

traverse the failed link or it understands it will not receive

a valid BGP route in the post-convergence state. We refer the

reader to the original paper [236] for the details.

In the context of software-defined networks, different tech-

niques are required for a smooth control-plane–data-plane

interaction during FRR. Even if the control plane is centralized

(as it is the case in the standard SDN setup) the data plane

is not, and therefore it is essential for the former to carefully

orchestrate the update of the latter. This is a surprisingly com-

plex problem that has received much attention in the research

community lately; below we only sketch a couple of examples

from the SDN literature and we refer the reader to the recent

survey [280] for an in-depth coverage. For instance, in DDC

(see Section VII-C, [16]), fast data-plane re-convergence at any

possible transient stage is carefully reconciled with the SDN

centralized control plane in a way as to eliminate microloops

during the transition. An orthogonal approach is taken in [281],

where the data-plane-based FRR mechanism is used to obtain

additional failure information for the SDN control plane for

better failover planning [239].

Control-plane–data-plane interaction becomes even more

problematic when distributed and a centralized control planes

coexist in the same network, each modifying the FIBs of the

same set of network switches without synchronizing. Recently,

Vissicchio et al. [282] developed a general theory that charac-

terizes the kinds of routing and forwarding anomalies that may

occur if the two (or more) control planes act independently

from each other.

B. Traffic Engineering and Fast Reconvergence

As discussed above, careful preparation is needed during

the transients after a failure event to avoid that certain links,

or entire network regions, become overwhelmed with traffic

bypassing the failure and preclude cascading failures due to the

resultant congestion. Accomplishing this traffic optimization

task requires a concerted effort on the part of the data plane

and the control plane, so that the recovery paths fulfill the

traffic engineering goals even under failures. There is a breadth

of standards, operational best practices, and research proposals

to reach this goal; below we give a non-exhaustive overview

of some of the most typical approaches; for more detail, refer

to the original papers and the related surveys [280].

A significant number of fast-recovery mechanisms do not

natively support fine-grained traffic engineering during recov-

ery. In these cases, recovery occurs on a best-effort basis,

merely hoping that the failover paths will be “good enough”

in that there is enough over-provisioned spare capacity avail-

able in the network to avoid congestion during fast recovery.

This approach is adopted most often for data-plane technolo-

gies that otherwise provide very little in the way of optimizing

forwarding paths, like L2 protocols (e.g., AXE [104], [107],

see Section III), intra-domain IP fast reroute (e.g., the original

LFA proposal [32], see Section V) or inter-domain IP rout-

ing where BGP does not provide fine-grained mechanisms for

optimizing AS-AS paths (e.g., [236], see Section VI).

The second approach is to compute recovery paths on-

demand, in a way to ensure that the recovery paths will have

enough capacity to handle failover traffic. This approach is

used for data-plane technologies where the control plane can

surgically optimize the forwarding and recovery paths with

respect to arbitrary traffic engineering goals. In this case, the

selected TE designs could be implemented on top of the

default fast-recovery scheme, overriding the decision made

by the underlying fast-recovery mechanism based on addi-

tional TE metrics (provided that multiple backup network

interfaces are available). In the context of MPLS FRR (see

Section IV), the functional capabilities for reconciling traffic

engineering policies in FRR have been defined in [114]. The

related resilience attributes may either be limited to indicate

just which recovery procedure should be applied to failed traf-

fic trunks (basic resilience attribute) or they can also specify

detailed actions that should be taken in the case of fail-

ure (extended resilience attribute). In particular, the extended

resilience attribute may define a set of backup paths as well
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as the rules which control the relative preference of each path.

To be able to impose traffic engineering policies, MPLS relies

on close interaction with routing. Further extensions to MPLS

provide a way to define label-switched tunnels that can be

automatically routed away from failed network components,

congested links, and bottlenecks [117], and the additional

extensions proposed in [26] introduce the capability of MPLS

to establish backup LSP tunnels in advance; see, e.g., [137]

for a linear TE-aware optimization model for link, node, and

bandwidth protection in the context of MPLS.

The third approach encompasses a broad set of models,

methodologies and algorithms for the co-design of the default,

failure-free forwarding paths and the failover paths. In intra-

domain shortest-path-based IP routing any non-trivial change

in the IGP link weights applied to bypass a failed network

component will necessarily reroute some, or even all, traf-

fic instances that would otherwise not be affected by the

failure [278], [279]. To prevent such cascading service disrup-

tions, [283, Sec. 4] presents a set of local search algorithms

to co-design the default IGP weights and the failover IGP

weights so that the number of necessary weight changes, and

hence the number of traffic instances being rerouted, is min-

imal. They show that in many cases as few as 3 weight

changes is enough to attain “good enough” performance. In

networks where a centralized control plane is available, protec-

tion routing [152], [153] provides several optimal and heuristic

algorithms for traffic engineering failover paths, and R3 [125]

shows an elegant extension of oblivious routing, converting

“traffic uncertainty” to “topology uncertainty due to an unex-

pected failure case” to reach the same goal; refer to Section V

and Section IV for a detailed overview.

The general observation is that survivability and

performance are fundamentally at odds [152], [153], by

the need to stack valuable transmission capacity to accom-

modate bypass paths that could otherwise be used to increase

failure-free throughput. As it turns out, however, simple

algorithmic techniques can generally find good trade-offs

to reconcile these two conflicting requisites, but to achieve

this a careful control-plane–data-plane co-design approach is

necessary.

XI. LESSONS LEARNED AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This survey covers a rich body of literature of fast data-plane

recovery mechanisms for packet-switched networks, ranging

from traditional layer-2 network technologies up to today’s

programmable network protocols and paradigms. In this sec-

tion, we aim at summarizing the main lessons learned in

the design of fast-recovery mechanisms across the different

technology layers and draw a few concrete future directions.

The Reaction Time Highly Depends on the Operational

Layer: Layer-2 networks require fast failover operations that

operate at smaller time granularities than what one would

require at the Internet level. As discussed in Section VI,

today’s convergence of the inter-domain BGP routing proto-

col is in the order of tens of seconds or even minutes. In

contrast, intra-domain IP or Layer-2 networks require failover

mechanisms to operate in the sub 50ms time scale for today’s

needs. At the core of the difference is the inherent difficulty

to orchestrate a failover recovery in the Internet where control

is distributed, visibility is limited, technologies heterogenous,

and interests among domains not necessarily aligning. Within

singly administered domains, optimized algorithms and mech-

anisms can instead be devised to achieve faster reaction

time.

The Forwarding Protocols Affect the Deployable

Techniques: When looking at a single domain, one crit-

ical aspect to take into account is the forwarding properties

of the protocols used to move traffic within a network.

Consider an Ethernet Layer-2 network and an IP network.

In the first case, the lack of a Time-To-Live field in the

packet headers require Layer-2 failover techniques to avoid

generating any possible transient forwarding loops, as these

would inevitably congest and break the network, especially if

any packet is flooded. In the case of IP networks, transient

forwarding loops are detrimental for performance. They

do not necessarily break the network, however, as routers

eventually drop packets forwarded in a loop.

Hardware Support and Programmability are Crucial: Fast

failover mechanisms have evolved dramatically across over

the last four decades. Adapting to the emerging technologies,

more advanced fast failover mechanisms have been designed.

Traditional Layer-2 Ethernet networks relied on spanning tree

protocols with low congerence due to the need to avoid tran-

sient loops. Rapid spanning tree protocols mitigate some of

these convergence issues but require support from the under-

lying devices. The ultimate decision on which fast failover

mechanisms should be deployed in a network often boils down

to understanding the heterogeneity of the network devices

in terms of both vendors and switch/router generations. For

instance, we note that while most of the major vendors sup-

port today IP LFA and remote LFA, a variety of them may not

support them or only support software implementations [284]

As for OpenFlow devices, it is only from the OpenFlow

1.3 or above specification that fast-reroute groups have been

optionally introduced and deployed by the different vendors.

Recently, more programmable network devices, such as P4

switches, have made the deployment of different types of

FRR mechanisms easier by decoupling the specific forwarding

capabilities of a network device from the FRR mechanisms

supported by it. Today’s network programmers can compile

different types of FRR mechanisms onto P4 switches (e.g.,

DDC [285]) and adapt the algorithms to their needs without

the need to wait for patches from the network vendors and/or

chip manufactures.

Legacy-Compatibility Eases Deployment of new FRR:

Operators wish to improve the resilience of a network to

failures without replacing all the network devices but rather

upgrading just a few of their devices. Local fast-reroute

techniques such as LFA are a good example of such incre-

mentally deployable technologies where critical routers could

be upgraded to support LFA during a network deployment

transition. Today, we observe that Segment Routing (SR) tech-

nologies offer similar advantages when deployed with IPv6.

Since FRR policies are encoded in the general IPv6 segment

options, operators do not need to upgrade routers in their
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network that do not need to interpret these segments, lowering

any barrier for deployment.

Enhanced Communication Models are Poorly Supported

in FRR: The vast majority of fast-recovery mechanisms in

the literature address the basic setting: single-layer, unicast

communication. This is not surprising: handling a failure is

simplest when the information to be learned, and the actions

to be performed, during recovery is constrained into a sin-

gle transmission technology layer, and concerns point-to-point

communication only. However, communication networks are

inherently multi-layer, in that one transmission technology,

such as Optical Transport Network, serves as a carrier for

another transmission protocol such as IP [42]. In this setting,

it becomes notoriously difficult to identify the exact layer in

the stack where a failure occurs [47] and fix the “owner”,

i.e., the layer that should handle it. While several inter-layer

cooperative fast-recovery designs are already available (e.g.,

bottom-up, top-down, and integrated strategies, see [73]), the

general setting is for further research. Similarly, although the

unicast setting is excessively addressed in the literature and

initial designs are available for fast multicast recovery as well,

like an 1+1 [286] and an 1:1 protection scheme [287] for BIER

(Bit Index Explicit Replication, [288]), fast recovery for the

general multicast, anycast, and geocast communication mode

remains a challenging open problem for now.

The Future of Fast-Recovery Mechanisms: Programmable

networks offer great opportunities in terms of being able to

design, deploy, and experiment with different fast-recovery

data-plane mechanisms in a network. Given the emerging flexi-

bilities of software-defined networks, one may wonder whether

there are some methods which are preferable over others. In

general, we can conclude that there is no free lunch. For

example, there can be trade-offs between resilience and effi-

ciency: in scenarios where it is sufficient to provide resilience

against one failure, it may be preferable to choose simple solu-

tions, as state-of-the-art mechanisms for many failures can

lead to long routes, even under a small number of failures

(e.g., approaches based on arborescences). We have also seen

that the ability to change the header depending on the failures

can greatly improve resilience: it may be possible to achieve

a perfect resilience, i.e., to stay connected as long as the under-

lying network is connected; this is known to be impossible

without header rewriting. An example where a “technology

detail” can make a big difference regards the ability to match

the input port: destination-based-only routing is often less

powerful (e.g., if headers are immutable) than routing which

can also depend on the source, and if additionally the input

port can be matched, the resilience may be improved even

further.

At the same time, while the general transition to pro-

grammable networks may result in several related benefits,

future fast-recovery solutions could also be designed in such

a way that makes their deployment in legacy and mixed

network environments possible and effective, both in terms

of the reliability guarantees and the overall cost. Otherwise,

the related support in commercial off-the-shelf network equip-

ment might be limited to none, which was among the main

shortcomings of many designs proposed to date.
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